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Abstract

Among the various physical systems considered for scalable quantum information

processing (QIP), individually trapped ions or neutral atoms have emerged as promis-

ing candidates. Recent experiments using these systems have demonstrated the basic

building blocks required for a useful quantum computer. In many of these experi-

ments, precisely tuned lasers control and manipulate the quantum bit (qubit) rep-

resented in the electronic energy levels of the ion or atom. Scaling these systems to

the necessary number of qubits needed for meaningful calculations, requires the de-

velopment of scalable optical technology capable of delivering laser resources across

an array of ions or atoms. That scalable technology is not currently available.

In this dissertation, I will report on the development, design, characterization,

and implementation of an optical beam steering system utilizing microelectrome-

chanical systems (MEMS) technology. Highly optimized micromirrors enable fast

reconfiguration of multiple laser beam paths which can accommodate a range of

wavelengths. Employing micromirrors with a broadband metallic coating, our sys-

tem has the flexibility to simultaneously control multiple beams covering a wide

range of wavelengths.

The reconfiguration of two independent beams at different wavelengths (780 and

635 nm) across a common 5×5 array of target sites is reported along with micromir-

ror switching times as fast as 4 µs. The optical design of the system minimizes

residual intensity at neighboring sites to less than 40 dB below the peak intensity.
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Integration of a similar system into a neutral atom QIP experiment is reported where

5 individually trapped atoms are selectively manipulated through single qubit rota-

tions with a single laser source. This demonstration represents the first application

of MEMS technology in scalable QIP laser addressing.
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1

Introduction

Computational power dramatically increased with the development of integrated

circuit (IC) technology in 1958. This established the often referenced Moore’s Law,

which predicts cost effective doubling of transistor density every two years [1]. While

the advances described by Moore’s Law in single processor technology and methods of

networking multiple processors for parallel processing have helped to solve some of the

most computationally intensive problems, there still exists a class of problems that

cannot be efficiently solved by any number of classical processors [2]. Algorithms have

been developed to solve a subset of these problems utilizing an alternative computing

paradigm that leverages the unique parallelism inherent in quantum mechanics [3,

4]. This paradigm is referred to as quantum computing or quantum information

processing (QIP). Unfortunately, QIP still suffers from scalability problems similar to

those faced in the early development of the classical computer. The issue of scalability

in classical computers was addressed with the development of IC technology. In this

dissertation, I present an optical system to address the issue of scalable laser resource

distribution in quantum computers to enable manipulation of multiple qubits with

minimal laser resources.
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1.1 Scalable Quantum Computing

The field of QIP has been developed from two different sides. Those taking the high

level approach have set their sights on developing algorithms [3, 4] and error correc-

tion schemes to implement on a quantum computer. Others took to the approach of

experimentally developing the building blocks necessary to realize a physical quan-

tum computing system. The high level algorithms require thousands of quantum bits

(qubits) while the most advanced experimental demonstrations have been limited to

< 10 qubits [5, 6]. The void between the number of qubits needed for interesting al-

gorithms and the number practical in current systems requires a technological bridge,

in the same spirit as the development of IC technology for classical computing that

enables the use of more qubits.

The criteria for a scalable quantum computer were introduced by David DiVin-

cenzo [7, 8, 9]. He lays out five requirements necessary for a quantum system to

utilize its inherent computational advances for useful problem solving. Most of these

criteria rely heavily on the development of fundamental operations such as state

definition, initialization, quantum operations, storage, and measurement. Several

physical system have demonstrated progress toward satisfying the requirement for a

scalable quantum computer including electron spins in quantum dots [10, 11], flux

[12, 13] or charge quanta [14] in superconducting circuits, nuclear spins in molecules

[6], and diamond nitrogen-vacancy color center [15]. Currently, the most advanced

and complete systems in terms of Divincenzo’s criteria use individually trapped neu-

tral atoms [16, 17] or ions [18, 19] to store and manipulate qubits. Despite the

progress in these systems, a need for scalable technologies to increase number of

controllable qubits in these system still exists.

In his first criterion, DiVincenzo demands a physical system that provides a

scalable method to represent and track the evolution of the computation. Atomic

2



qubits use a well-defined two-level system to represent the qubit. Control of the

qubit requires precisely tuned lasers to control, manipulate, and measure the state

of each qubit, and have demonstrated the ability to trap and image multiple qubits

[20, 21, 22]. In order to extend qubit control over a large array, a scalable method for

distributing laser resources to individual qubits at different locations is necessary.

1.2 Quantum Bits and Gates

Manipulations of atomic qubits rely heavily on the use of laser resources. Operations

like initial state preparation, measurement, single qubit gates, and two qubit gates all

depend on laser control. With standard quantum algorithms requiring many of these

operations across multiple qubits [2], high demands are placed on laser resources.

The qubit levels |0〉 and |1〉 are commonly encoded in atomic hyperfine ground

states because of their isolation from the outside environment. For a select set

of atoms, transition from either of the ground states to the first excited electron

state outside the qubit levels is easily accomplished with a laser source at standard

wavelengths in the ultraviolet for ions, and infrared for neutral atoms. This transition

is used for qubit preparation, initialization, and measurement.

In single qubit gates, the state of the system, which in general is a superposition of

the two qubit base states αQ |0〉+ βQ |1〉, is rotated to another state α′Q |0〉+ β′Q |1〉.

For ground state hyperfine qubits, direct transitions between |0〉 and |1〉 require

microwave frequencies. In order to induce these transitions on individual, targeted

atoms, some implementations use microwave pulses inside a magnetic field gradient

[23, 24] or a two-photon Raman transition [25]. The Raman transition is implemented

with a single light source having two frequency components separated by the qubit

level splitting.

There have been a variety of different implementations for two qubit gates. These

implementations depend on the physical system being used and the type of gate

3



being performed. For instance, a two qubit phase gate has been demonstrated using

motional modes of two coupled ions in the same trapping potential [19]. The classical

control in this gate uses the ground state laser with frequency components separated

by the hyperfine splitting plus or minus the coupled ions motional frequency [26]. In

the neutral atom systems, a possible two qubit gates uses dipole-dipole interactions

to couple two atoms by exciting the atoms to Rydberg levels with two separate lasers

at two different wavelengths [27].

1.3 Scalable Addressing Technologies

One sensible way of distributing laser resources across a range of qubits is to steer the

beam path among the qubits. This is the approach taken in many of the recent exper-

iments utilizing multiple qubits [27, 28]. Because of qubit decoherence times, most

common approaches utilize fast switching acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators

(AOM and EOM, respectively) to provide the steering function [5, 28, 25]. While

these strategies have desirable speed characteristics, their limitations present signif-

icant obstacles. Both AOMs and EOMs have to be wavelength tuned and require

complex engineering to incorporate multiple wavelengths [29]. In addition, AOMs

need ∼ 1 W RF drive power, induce small frequency shifts in the laser that must

be accounted for, and suffer from thermal effects that change device performance,

while EOMs need large operation voltages and have limited angular range. Both

technologies are generally restricted to single beams, and scaling to a large number

of independent beams is not straightforward.

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology provides an alternative ap-

proach that has enabled compact, scalable solutions in many types of light steering

applications. Studies in imaging [30, 31], optical communication networks [32, 33],

optical data storage devices [34], and projection display technologies [35, 36] make

use of beam steering devices to improve system effectiveness. Although these types
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of solutions have provided significant advantages for their particular applications,

QIP applications pose additional challenges including operational wavelengths in the

ultraviolet, surface qualities that suppress optical scattering at neighboring atoms 50

dB below the peak intensity, and switching times ∼ 10 µs making existing devices

inadequate. Of these challenges, the most significant is the switching speed. Atomic

QIP systems dictate that the laser reconfiguration times should be small compared

to qubit decoherence times requiring a speed-up of two to three orders of magnitude

over commercially available systems. Beyond time stipulations, the detailed spec-

ifications such as operational wavelength, voltages, and required tilt angles of the

MEMS devices depend on the specific application which will be addressed in the

following chapters.

1.4 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation covers the development, design, characterization, and implementa-

tion of a MEMS-based laser beam steering system. This system utilizes high speed

micromirrors to provide scalable addressing with limited laser resources. The target

application’s requirements will be defined in Chapter 2 as will the system design cho-

sen to meet such requirements. Chapter 3 will work with the constraints imposed by

the optical system and describe development of a MEMS mirror design and model.

Additionally, it will detail the fabrication and post-processing involved in produc-

ing the devices. In Chapter 4, the system characterization is presented. Chapter

5 will cover the integration of the system into a neutral atom QIP experiment at

the University of Wisconsin-Madison while chapter 6 will discuss the future direc-

tion of optical MEMS technology in QIP. Finally, the dissertation will close with the

conclusions in Chapter 7.
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2

System Design

2.1 Requirements and Specifications

Certain atom-based QIP applications require reconfigurable beam paths for multiple

wavelengths of lasers to perform logic gate operations. For example, consider the

recent demonstrations of single and two qubit gate operations on a lattice of trapped

neutral rubidium 87 atoms (87Rb) separated by a distance ∼ 10 µm [25, 27]. The

single qubit gate is driven by a single laser at a wavelength of 780 nm. To provide

scalable single instruction, single data (SISD) addressing for a single qubit gate,

controlled steering of the 780 nm laser to targeted individual atoms within a lattice is

required [Fig. 2.1(a)]. With a second independent 780 nm laser, the laser-addressing

system can enable single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) parallelism of a single

qubit gate on two different atoms simultaneously [Fig. 2.1(b)]. The two qubit gate

operation utilizes dipole-dipole interactions of Rydberg states and requires both 780

and 480 nm lasers at each qubit location to excite (de-excite) two atoms between the

Rydberg and ground states [37, 38]. The SISD operation for this gate requires either

two independent lasers at 780 and 480 nm quickly switching between the two qubits,
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Figure 2.1: (a) A single beam individually addressing multiple trap locations. (b)
Multiple, independent beams of the same wavelength addressing multiple trap loca-
tions. (c) Multiple, independent beams of different wavelengths addressing multiple
trap locations. (d) A single beam path containing multiple wavelengths address-
ing multiple trap locations. (e) Two independent beam paths containing multiple
wavelengths addressing multiple trap locations.

a single beam path containing two wavelengths moving between the two qubits, or

multiple beam paths with two wavelengths positioned on the two qubits [Fig. 2.1(c-

e)]. SIMD two qubit gates could be implemented in several different ways including

using two independent beam paths at different frequencies switching between two

different qubits.

In addition to the scalability and speed mentioned above, the system should also

tolerate the incoming laser power and preserve its optical quality. Depending on the

operation, small amounts of optical intensity outside the Gaussian profile can cause
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undesired manipulation and decoherence of neighboring qubits. In many of these

experiments, gate fidelity improves with optical power. Therefore, experiments can

use optical powers ∼ 10 mW. A proper laser addressing system should be able to

meet all of the requirements at such power levels. In addition, the phase and pointing

stability of the laser is critical. The laser system should provide pointing stability

much smaller than the size of beam waist at the atom and phase stability much

smaller than the operating wavelength.

The system described in this work is engineered to meet these requirements. The

baseline operation is taken from specifications developed for the experimental setup

at Mark Saffman’s lab at the University of Wisconsin. The system will direct two

independent laser beams at significantly different wavelengths (480 and 780 nm) to

25 different lattice sites in a 5×5 array. Each site must be individually addressed

by the beam with minimal residual intensity at neighboring sites. The separation

between adjacent lattice locations, dictated by the boundary conditions in the atomic

physics experiment, is defined to be a = 10 µm with a beam waist at the lattice

of wo = a/2 = 5 µm, and the system must shift the laser a full beam diameter

(2wo = a) to the neighboring lattice location. Therefore, the extent of the steering

range requires ±4wo in both dimensions. Due to qubit decoherence times, it is

desirable that the system steers the beam among lattice sites in a few microseconds.

This requirement can be relaxed to ∼ 10 µs with the addition of multiple beam paths

in the system. Table 2.1 summarizes the system requirements.

2.2 Functional Blocks

The optical system design can be broken down into three main functional blocks:

tilt to shift conversion with a lens referred to as the Fourier lens, a two-dimensional

(2D) tilting subsystem, and projection optics that reduce the beam waist to the size

required at the lattice. The steering mechanism relies on a reflective element rather
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Table 2.1: Summary of system requirements

Category Requirements

Scalability

1. Single laser addressing multiple qubits
2. Multiple independent lasers addressing multiple qubits
3. Multiple independent lasers with different wavelengths ad-

dressing multiple qubits
4. Single laser path guiding multiple wavelengths to multiple

qubits
5. Multiple laser paths guiding multiple wavelengths to multiple

qubits

Steering
6. Qubit separation of a = 10 µm in a 5× 5 array
7. Switching times of 1-10 µs
8. Pointing stability that is small compared to the beam size at

the qubit
9. Phase stability that is small compared to the wavelength of

the laser

Optical
10. Optical intensity at neighboring qubits > 30 dB below peak

intensity
11. Consistent performance at optical powers of 10 mW
12. Beam waist at the qubit of wo = a/2 = 5 µm
13. Polarization independent operation
14. Optical throughput near 50%

than a refractive element which has the advantage of undesired dispersion effects.

This enables the use of simple broadband metallic coatings for a wide range of oper-

ating wavelengths. A reflective steering design also enables wavelength multiplexing

by aligning multiple wavelengths along the same beam path.

2.2.1 Fourier Lens

The basic steering concept relies on two elements: a 2D tilting component and a

lens positioned a focal length ff away (Fig. 2.2). The lens (Fourier lens) converts

an angular tilt in the beam path of ∆φ to a displacement at the back focal plane of

∆φff . Additionally, the lens performs a spatial Fourier transform between its front

and back focal planes. This enables a quickly diverging laser to be refocused into a

shifted beam of manageable size and divergence angle.
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Fourier Lens

ff ff

(a) (b)

2fs 2fs

Δφ

Figure 2.2: Fundamental optical steering components: (a) Fourier lens which con-
verts tilt to a lateral shift (b) 2f -2f imaging system that optically couples the or-
thogonal tilt of two 1D tilting mirrors.

2.2.2 2D Tilting Subsystem

The core of the system is the 2D tilting subsystem. The switching time requirement

guides the design of the 2D tilting subsystem toward high speed solutions. Therefore,

macro sized controllable mirrors are not considered as a viable option due to their

inherently slow response speeds, thus limiting the possible reflective components to

the micro-scale. MEMS mirrors become an attractive option because of high speed

mechanical structures, demonstrated scalable fabrication, inherent compact package,

and reliable operation. Despite the use of micromirrors, the speed requirements re-

main a difficult engineering challenge discussed further in Chapter 3. While a single

MEMS mirror that provides 2D beam steering has been demonstrated [39], the re-

quired size and complexity of the mirror makes reaching the target times difficult.

Using a pair of small, highly optimized one-dimensional (1D) tilting MEMS mirrors

with limited angular range [40] allows for significantly faster beam steering perfor-

mance compared to the 2D mirrors. In order to accommodate two-axis motion for a

single beam path, a second tilting dimension is added with an additional micromirror

moving in an orthogonal direction. Use of a simple 2f -2f imaging subsystem allows

the reflection of the first mirror, along with the induced tilt angle in that direction,

to be directed and refocused onto the second mirror as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The

second mirror controls the tilt of the reflected laser in the orthogonal direction, giving
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the outgoing beam a tilting range in 2D.

Spherical 
Mirror

MEMS 
Mirrors

Spherical 
Mirror

MEMS 
Mirrors

(a) (b)

2 fs
2 fs

φ
3φ

h h

(c)

Optical 
Axis

h

v

Figure 2.3: (a) 2f -2f folded imaging optics combine decoupled tilt motion for
a single bounce system (n = 1). The dotted line indicates the optical axis. (b)
Double bounce system (n = 2). (c) Top view a MEMS device for a two-beam layout.
One beam utilizes the solid white mirrors while the second beam uses the patterned
mirror set. Horizontal and vertical separations from the optical axis are labeled as
h and v, respectively.

By replacing the 2f -2f imaging lens with a spherical mirror of the same focal

length fs, the imaging subsystem can be folded so that both mirrors lie on the same

plane, each offset from the optical axis by a distance of h [Fig. 2.3(a)]. In this

case, φ ≈ h/(2fs) is the incident angle that sends the reflection from the first MEMS

mirror at a tilt angle of θ = 0 to the center of the spherical mirror on the optical axis.

This enables fabrication of both mirrors on a single chip, completely removes any

chromatic aberrations in the folded imaging subsystem, and forces all the reflection

angles to remain small, making the subsystem nearly polarization independent.

The smaller, faster mirror designs (described in detail in Chapter 3) trade-off

micromirror tilt angular range θmax for speed. Some of that range can be recovered by

using an angular multiplication scheme in the folded imaging subsystem. By aligning

the laser so that it reflects off of each MEMS mirror twice, the steering range at the
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output can be doubled in both dimensions. In general, setting the incident angle to

(2n − 1)φ induces n reflections (or bounces) off of each MEMS mirror, resulting in

an angular range of 2nθmax [Fig. 2.3(b)]. This type of system will be referred to as

an n bounce system in the remainder of the dissertation. Increasing n to produce

more dramatic angular multiplication requires a larger incident angle, and the beam

paths experience larger aberrations in the 2f -2f imaging process. Furthermore, the

optical throughput is reduced with mirror reflectivity below unity. The systems used

here employ a double bounce folded imaging subsystem (n = 2) to provide twice the

angular range of a single reflection while maintaining adequate control over optical

system aberrations and throughput.

In the geometric optics model with an ideal lens, the folded 2f -2f subsystem

produces perfect imaging, but when accounting for Gaussian beam propagation, the

imaging system is not ideal. Analysis of a one-bounce system shows that the leading

order correction to an ideal imaging condition for Gaussian beam is given by (zR/fs)
2

where zR is the beam’s Rayleigh length in the folded imaging subsystem. While the

Gaussian beam imaging becomes worse as zR/fs gets larger, the width of the beam

at the second MEMS mirror remains the same, indicating no change in the amount

of light lost by the aperture of the MEMS mirror. The main disadvantage from this

imperfect imaging develops in the offset between the ray and Gaussian focal points.

Scaling the system from a single beam path to multiple beam paths can be

achieved by a simple modification to the 2D tilting subsystem. Multiple pairs of

MEMS mirrors located on opposite sides of the optical axis defined by the folded

imaging subsystem can provide individual reconfiguration of each beam path. Figure

2.3(c) displays the mirror arrangement for a two-beam system on a single planar de-

vice. Two pairs of mirrors (one pair for each beam path) are symmetrically located

about the optical axis with a vertical and horizontal offset, v and h, respectively.

The system is aligned such that all beam paths leaving the unactuated 2D tilting
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Figure 2.4: Fourier lens functioning in a two-beam system.

subsystem travel parallel to the optical axis with vertical offset v and zero horizontal

offset. After passing through the relay telescope (see next section), these parallel

beams are focused onto the optical axis at the Fourier plane by the Fourier lens.

Tilts, introduced by the MEMS mirrors, break the parallel beam propagation and

cause the paths to be shifted to different positions at the Fourier plane (Fig. 2.4).

In order to maintain consistent propagation of the Gaussian beam across multiple

colors, the Rayleigh length of each wavelength must be matched.

As the number of independent beams within the system increases, the physical

arrangement and number of mirror pairs will force v and h to increase for the outer

most mirrors. These beam paths experience larger aberrations in the 2D tilting sub-

system, as do the remaining optics, as the offsets increase. The resulting aberrations

lead to imperfections in the 2D tilting and relay subsystems, which will be the subject

of discussion in section 2.5.

2.3 Combined System

Figure 2.5 shows the schematic for a two-beam steering system. The MEMS mirrors

provide 2D tilting of the beams while the Fourier lens converts the tilts into displace-

ments on the plane of the target array. The relay telescope creates sufficient room

for placement of the Fourier lens without clipping the beam path. After passing
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through the Fourier lens, additional reducing telescope optics scale the beam waist

to the size required at the lattice.

Laser A

Laser B

MEMS 
Mirror 2D 

Tilting 
Subsystem

Relay
Telescope

Reducing 
Telescope

Fourier 
Lens

Focusing Lenses Fourier PlaneImage Plane
Atomic 
Lattice

ffff

f1 f2 f3 f4

Figure 2.5: Schematic of a two-beam steering system.

The propagation of a Gaussian beam through an optical system is governed by

the beam’s Rayleigh length after each optical element. Incorporating multiple wave-

lengths into the same system involves matching the Rayleigh lengths of each wave-

length. This, along with the use of achromatic doublet optics, ensures consistent

propagation of the Gaussian beams. The Rayleigh length of a beam with waist w is

zR = πw2/λ. Using this equation, the relationship between beam waists w1 and w2

with wavelengths λ1 and λ2, respectively, becomes w1/w2 =
√
λ1/λ2. By aligning

each laser so that the beams’ waists are positioned at the mirror with a size ratio of√
λ1/λ2, the waist position for each wavelength will lie on the target plane.

2.4 Analysis

With the general optical system and its requirements defined, the system can be

analyzed to determine what constraints it places on the design of the MEMS mirrors.

As mentioned previously, the driving requirement for the MEMS design is switching

speed. Beyond that, it is important to know what type of angular range is needed

to address a full 5 × 5 or N × N array of trapped atoms; this can be understood

through a ray tracing analysis. Additionally, we must consider the size constraints
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of the mirror needed to accommodate a laser in the system, which requires Gaussian

beam analysis. Since 2D tilt is controlled independently in orthogonal 1D directions,

and the system is rotationally symmetric, the analysis only considers the required

1D beam displacement needed to address the general case of N atoms at the trap

site. First, consider the ray tracing model of the system. If the laser is initially

positioned on the central atom, it will have to shift a distance of a(N−1)/2 in either

direction to cover the entire array in one direction. Working backward through the

optical system, the reducing telescope optics magnify this distance by a factor of Mp

(defined by Mp = f3/f4 in Fig. 2.5) to Mpa(N − 1)/2 at the Fourier plane. Tracing

the rays forward from the folded imaging subsystem, the combination of the Fourier

lens, 2D tilting subsystem, and relay telescope magnification (Mr = f2/f1) produces

a shift of the beam by 2nθffMr at the Fourier plane. To find the maximum required

MEMS tilt angle, the two distances are set equal to one another and solved for θ

resulting in

θmax =
Mp

Mrff

a (N − 1)

4n
=
a

ζ

(N − 1)

4n
, (2.1)

where ζ = Mrff/Mp is a variable that only depends on the implementation of the

optical system.

The Gaussian analysis begins at the atomic lattice where a beam waist of wo =

a/2 is required. Following the beam propagation backward through the projection

optics, wo is magnified by a factor of Mp at the Fourier plane. The Fourier lens

transforms Mpwo to wi = λff/(πMpwo) at the image plane. Finally, a second mag-

nification by the relay telescope yields a beam waist at the MEMS mirror of

wm =
Mrff
Mp

λ

πwo
= ζ

λ

π

2

a
. (2.2)

Since the beam waist at the MEMS mirror is proportional to the radius of the mirror

plate R and vise versa, the beam waist can be replaced with wm = R/ι where ι
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represents the ratio of mirror radius to beam waist selected to sufficiently minimize

optical loss from the aperture defined by the MEMS mirror (ι of 1.5 is commonly

used resulting in a loss of ≈ 1.1% of the optical power)

A general implementation-independent representation of the optical system de-

sign is found by equating ζ in equ. 2.1 and 2.2.

Rθmax =
ιλ

πn

N − 1

2
. (2.3)

This result highlights the inversely proportional relationship between the MEMS

mirror radius and the required tilt angle. The conservative radius-angle bandwidth

defines the number of addressable locations N or, equivalently, the number of beam

diameters the system can scan across. The only options available to extend the scan-

ning range for a fixed radius-angle bandwidth are increasing the number of bounces n

in the folded imaging system and/or reducing the mirror radius to beam waist ratio

ι, both of which deteriorate the system’s optical performance. Further improvements

in angular range require altering the MEMS electrode design to increase the Rθmax

product (Chapter 3.1).

2.5 Model

We used commercial ray tracing software (Zemax) to simulate the optical system,

which provides quantitative analysis on the aberrations of the imaging subsystem,

optical losses associated with clipping at the MEMS mirrors, and limitations on the

scalability due to aberrations. The simulation of the system is broken down into

three parts: the 2D tilting subsystem, relay telescope and Fourier lens, and the

combined system. The model allows examination of propagating rays, aberration

diagrams, and Gaussian beam intensity plots. The MEMS mirrors are modeled as

ideal reflectors without etch holes or print-through patterns. Data from simulations
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have provided essential feedback for MEMS mirror placement on chip, lens selection,

and the scalability of the system design.

2.5.1 2D Tilting Subsystem

The modeling begins with the 2D tilting subsystem. Since this subsystem is entirely

made of reflective optics, the chromatic aberrations arising in a multi-wavelength

system do not exist here. The vertical and horizontal separation of the MEMS

mirrors gives rise to Seidel aberrations that increase as the mirrors are tilted and are

compounded by the angular multiplication scheme. Figure 2.6(a) shows a collection

of spots that track the center of the propagating Gaussian beam at each MEMS

mirror reflection for h = 4.5 mm and v = 2 mm. Each spot represents the location

of the beam center from 25 different configurations as the MEMS mirrors are tilted.

As the beam propagates through the folded imaging configuration, the reflections

stray farther from the center of the MEMS mirror (indicated by the 75 µm radius

circle), and the separation among the spots corresponding to the different mirror tilt

configurations increases.

The spread in the center locations of the beam at the MEMS mirrors do not

directly infer the properties of the Gaussian beam at the output. The changes in

the Gaussian beam profile as the beam propagates along each of the 25 mirror con-

figurations can be modeled by Zemax using the physical optics propagation feature.

The simulation data show that the variation of the beam width over all 25 mirror

configurations at the last MEMS mirror reflection is < 1%. The most serious effect of

the aberrations in this subsystem comes from clipping of the Gaussian beam on the

MEMS mirrors due to the decentering. While clipping can deform the beam shape

at the MEMS mirrors, the target sits at the Fourier plane where beam shape remains

very close to a Gaussian beam. Therefore, the main impact of clipping at the MEMS

mirrors is the intensity variation of the beam at the output location, which varies as
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the beam is shifted among the 25 target locations.

The collective decentering and relative spread of the spots can be decreased by

reducing the vertical offset v of the MEMS mirrors. The horizontal offset h is nec-

essary to bring the beams in and out of the system, and cannot be reduced once

the focal length fs of the imaging system and the angle multiplication factor n are

chosen. Also, a reduction in h must accompany reduction in fs and the impact on

aberration does not significantly improve. Figure 2.6(b) displays reflection spots on

the MEMS mirrors for a system where v is reduced to 0.25 mm. When the incident

beam is aligned at the center of the first MEMS mirror, the maximum decentering

at the last reflection on the MEMS mirror goes from 57 µm for v = 2 mm to 27

µm for v = 0.25 mm. Further improvement can be obtained by designing custom

optical elements to correct the aberrations. A system with v = 2 mm mirror separa-

tion that includes a custom aspherical lens (compensation lens) with hyperboloidal

surfaces, optimized for minimal beam shift at the center of the MEMS mirrors, has

a maximum decentering of 10 µm (Fig. 2.6(c)).

2.5.2 Complete System

Since the beams leaving the 2D tilting subsystem have a vertical offset v and con-

tain multiple wavelengths, proper design of the relay telescope and Fourier lens is

essential to reduce off-axis and chromatic aberrations. We used off-the-shelf achro-

matic doublets to manage these aberrations for a two-beam system at 780 nm and

635 nm. Combining the model for the relay and Fourier optics with the 2D tilting

subsystem model, we were able to perform a complete system simulation. A 780 and

635 nm Gaussian beam source with a 37 µm beam waist located at the first MEMS

mirror was propagated through the entire system for each of the 25 different mirror

configurations. The beam profile was examined at the Fourier plane to verify proper

addressing of the 5× 5 array, and peak intensity as well as total optical power data
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Figure 2.6: Plot shows each reflection spot off the MEMS mirrors for a single 780
nm wavelength as the Gaussian beam propagates through the 2D tilting subsystem
(columns). Each of the 25 mirror tilt configurations is plotted on the same set of
axes and displayed in different colors. The circle represents a 75 µm radius MEMS
mirror. (a) System with v = 2 mm with maximum decentering of 57 µm. (b) System
with v = 0.25 mm with maximum decentering of 27 µm. (c) System with v = 2 mm
and compensation lens with maximum decentering of 10 µm.

among all the configurations were examined. These simulations are repeated for a

range of vertical MEMS mirror offsets and mirror radii.

The beam uniformity across the lattice sites is characterized by the peak inten-

sity variation. We can isolate the effects of the system’s optical aberrations on the

intensity variation by enlarging the MEMS mirrors in the simulation to eliminate

clipping in the 2D tilting subsystem. Because of the horizontal offset (h = 4.5 mm)

of the MEMS mirrors, the folded imaging subsystem slightly alters the Gaussian

beam properties across the lattice sites. This results in 1% peak intensity variation

horizontally across the array. The dominant contribution for the intensity variations

across the vertical locations arises from aberrations in the downstream optics, which

are due to the system alignment; the beam path is offset by v from the optical axis
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running through the relay telescope and Fourier lens. The mirror configurations that

force the beam paths farther from the optical axis tend to slightly alter the focus of

the beam to create smaller beam widths (and therefore larger peak intensities) at

the Fourier plane compared to those paths closer to the optical axis. With a vertical

separation of v = 2 mm, the entire lattice features peak intensity variations of 7%,

while a separation of v = 0.25 mm results in only 1.7% peak intensity variations.

As the size of the MEMS mirrors is decreased, the effects of aberrations in the

2D tilting subsystem cause clipping of the beam on the mirrors. The amount of

optical power lost varies for different mirror tilt configurations. While this clipping

induces little beam distortion at the Fourier plane, it causes larger variation of the

peak intensity than that due to off-axis aberrations. By shifting the reflection point

of the beam path away from the center of the first MEMS mirror, the 2nd, 3rd, and

4th mirror reflections can be shifted closer to the center of the respective mirror.

This minimizes beam clipping and reduces the peak intensity variation across lattice

sites. For 75 µm radius MEMS mirrors, a vertical offset of v = 2 mm produces

peak intensity variation of 12% at the Fourier plane while v = 0.25 mm reduces that

number to 3.2% (Fig. 2.7).

Simulations indicate that our current system design can easily support mirrors

placed at v ≤ 1.75 mm with 10% or better peak intensity variation at the target plane

without any custom compensation optical elements. Introducing additional mirror

pairs (one pair of MEMS mirrors controls one beam) within this range increases the

scale of the system while maintaining a worst case intensity variation of 10%. By

optimizing MEMS mirror placement and mirroring a 2D array of mirrors about the

optical axis, the system design has the ability to control over 50 beams with 10%

or better peak intensity variation. Using custom optical elements to compensate for

aberrations can further increase the number of beams the system can accommodate

with minimal peak intensity variations.
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Figure 2.7: Gaussian beam simulation data taken at the Fourier plane for a
system with v = 0.25 mm and mirror radius of R = 75 µm. Each of the 25 different
addressing locations (location numbers shown in parentheses) is colored according to
its relative peak intensity value, where the location with the highest peak intensity
has a value of 100%. The plot also lists the Gaussian beam width size at the Fourier
plane.

2.6 Scalability Limitations

This optical system design enables scaling the number of simultaneous beam paths,

operational wavelengths, and the number of addressable locations. In this section,

the limits of the scalability offered are analyzed. To focus only on the optical design,

the restrictions imposed by the MEMS mirror design such as tilt angle and size are

ignored. Under these considerations, the overlap of beam paths within the folded

imaging subsystem for various MEMS mirror tilt configurations and the space re-

quired for the edge mirrors to properly separate the incoming and outgoing beam
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Figure 2.8: As the tilt angle of the MEMS mirror increases, the two beam paths
shown in red become increasingly more difficult to separate. (a) MEMS mirror tilt
angle and edge mirror position where the beam path is not blocked. (b) Increasing
the MEMS mirror tilt angle causes clipping of the beam path by the edge mirror.

paths, limit the number of addressable locations for a given wavelength and beam

waist at the MEMS mirror. As discussed in section 2.5.2, the number of simultane-

ous beam paths is constrained by aberrations in the folding imaging subsystem, but

there is also a limitation imposed by the numerical aperture of the projection optics.

The choice of reflective coatings, as well as lens material and anti-reflection coatings,

places further restrictions on the range of wavelengths the system can accommodate.

The limitation on the number of addressable locations comes from coupling the

beam path into and out of the folded imaging subsystem without clipping the laser

path imaged from one MEMS mirror to another. As the mirrors are tilted to larger

angles to address larger arrays, some of the beam paths begin to overlap making it

difficult to completely separate them. Figure 2.8(a) highlights the beam paths of

particular concern in red. The angle of the laser leaving the system βo can become

comparable or even less than the next closest ray defined by the angle αo. Making

the second MEMS mirror tilt in the xz plane as defined in Fig. 2.8 while the first

mirror tilts along the orthogonal axis maximizes the angular range allowed by the

system. This makes the position of the second edge mirror and the exiting beam

path angle the most critical alignment to avoid a situation in which the edge mirror

clips the beam path [Fig 2.8(b)].
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Because the first MEMS mirror tilts in the yz plane, the position of the beam

traveling from the spherical mirror to the second MEMS mirror for the first time

does not change position in the xz plane and maintains and angle αo. The ray

exiting the folding imaging subsystem will change in angle by a maximum of 4θmax

for a double bounce system (n = 2). Because the laser beam will diverge as it

propagates away from the beam waist, the divergence angle αG is also important.

Using simple geometry and the specifications of the folding imaging subsystem, an

inequality can be formed to represent the approximate condition when the two rays

remain separable. This inequality also considers the distance l between the edge

mirror and the MEMS mirror as well as distance γl that represents an additional

space between the two Gaussian beam paths for comfortable placement of the edge

mirror.

l (βo − αG) ≥ l (αo + αG) + γl

l

((
3h

2f
− 4θmax

)
− λ

πwm

)
≥ l

(
h

2f
+

λ

πwm

)
+ γl

θmax ≤
1

4

(
h

fs
− 2

λ

πwm
− γl

l

)
(2.4)

Plugging this into equation 2.3 for θmax and solving for N results in the number of

addressable locations in the xz plane as defined by the optical system:

N ≤ 1

2

[
wmπn

λ

(
h

fs
− γl

l

)
− 2n

]
+ 1. (2.5)

Using this equation, the addressable range for a 780 nm system with wo = 40 µm,

h = 4.5 mm, fs = 50 mm, l = 75 mm, and γl = 3 mm is limited to N = 7 in the xz

plane. Addressing in the orthogonal direction (yz plane) is not limited by the edge

mirror, but by aberrations in the folding imaging subsystem.

The aberrations in the folded imaging system limit the number of simultane-

ous beam paths the system can handle. In addition, the overall numerical aperture
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of the projection optics can also place restrictions on the number of beam paths.

To illustrate this point, assume the function of the Fourier lens and additional re-

lay/projection optics are lumped into a single optical element. The beam waist

requirements defined by the experimental system set the effective focal length of

the lumped optical element. As the number of laser beam paths in a single system

increases, the farthest extent of the beam paths away from the optical axis also in-

creases. This requires the lumped optical element to increase in size or diameter to

capture all the optical paths and their steering range while maintaining the same

focal length, which translates into an optical element with a larger numerical aper-

ture. Since high numerical optics are difficult to design and costly to build, systems

built for tightly focused beams are more limited in the number of simultaneous beam

paths than systems that require more loosely focused lasers.
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3

MEMS Mirror Design and Fabrication

3.1 MEMS Design

The overall system requirements (Section 2.1) such as steering speed, range, and

output beam quality, as well as constraints governed by the optical design (Section

2.4) set target specifications on the micromirror performance. The performance of

the micromirrors can be grouped into three categories: mirror dynamics, DC charac-

teristics, and optical quality. The mirror dynamics relate to how quickly the mirrors

can steer a reflected beam to the desired location. The important parameters in

this category are resonant frequency and damping. The DC characteristics category

refers to how the mirror responds to an input after it reaches equilibrium. For this

category, it is important to design for 1) the required voltage for a given tilt angle, 2)

the largest controllable tilt angle or snapdown angle, and 3) minimal sagging motion

of the mirror plate. Finally, the optical quality category considers the distortions

in the reflected beam from imperfections in the reflector surface such as fabrication

process by-products (i.e. etch holes and print-though patterns) and actuation or

fabrication induced curvature of the mirror plate.
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The fundamental mirror design is chosen to be a circular reflective plate with

radius R and thickness T for the best balance of small moment of inertia and large

reflection area. This plate tilts in 1D about two torsional bars with dimensions of

length L, width W , and thickness T . The mirror is actuated electrostatically by

creating an electrical potential difference between the grounded mirror plate and an

underlying actuation electrode, which are separated by an air gap of thicknessG. Fig-

ure 3.1(a) shows a schematic of the micromirror, and a scanning electron micrograph

of a fabricated mirror is shown in (b). The micromirrors are fabricated using one

of two processes: either the polysilicon Multi-User MEMS Processes (PolyMUMPS)

through MEMSCAP [41] or the Sandia Ultra-planar Multi-level MEMS Technology

V (SUMMiT V) process [42]. In both of these processes, electrodes and traces are

generally formed from the first one or two polysilicon layers, and the mirror plate

and springs are comprised of the last two layers. The thickness of the sacrificial

oxide layers provides spacing between the mirror plate and electrode. Oxide etch

rates dictate the number and spacing of etch holes in the polysilicon that reduce the

time needed to remove the sacrificial oxide. Low stress metal coatings [gold (Au) or

aluminum (Al)] are deposited to enhance reflectance at the desired wavelength. The

foundry process and post-processing details are discussed further in section 3.3.

3.1.1 Mirror Dynamics

In order to understand the dynamic operation, the micromirror can be modeled as

a damped harmonic oscillator driven electrostatically. In this dynamic design, the

model assumes the mirror plate remains rigid as the structure is tilted to an angle

θ at a voltage V , and the torsional mode (first order eigenmode) of the structure is

the most relevant so that the device behaves according to the following equation:

Iθ̈ (t) +Dθ̇ (t) + 2κθ (t) =
1

2

∂C (θ)

∂θ
V 2 (t) , (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of micromirror. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of
typical micromirror.

where t is time, I is the moment of inertia of the mirror plate with respect to the

rotational axis, D is the damping coefficient, κ is the torsional spring stiffness, and

C is the capacitance as a function of the tilt angle. For the purposes of the dynamic

design, this model is an adequate approximation. Later, alterations to the model

will be considered when modeling the DC characteristics (section 3.1.2). When con-

sidering mirror dynamics, specifically settling time, it is convenient to think in terms

of resonant frequency and damping ratio. In this model, the resonant frequency

wθ =
√

2κ/I and damping ratio ξ = D/(2
√

2κI) are defined only by the coefficients

on the left hand side of equ. 3.1. The variables that make up the mechanical reso-

nant frequency, I and κ, are defined by the mechanical geometry of the micromirrors

reflector plate and springs. The damping coefficient D dependents on the mechan-

ical geometries as well as operating environment, but the work discussed here only

considers atmospheric conditions at room temperature leaving damping dependent
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only on micromirror dimensions. Therefore, the physical dimensions of the mirror

plate, gap, and springs are reserved as dynamic design control parameters.

To understand the time response of the micromirror given an input voltage wave-

form, it is convenient to express time in equ. 3.1 in terms of the unitless variable

τ = wθt. Making this substitution reduces equ. 3.1 to

θ̈ (τ) + 2ξθ̇ (τ) + θ (τ) =
1

2Iw2
θ

∂C (θ)

∂θ
V 2 (τ) , (3.2)

The normal operation of the micromirror will be in response to a step function voltage

waveform. In the case where V (τ) transitions from V to 0 Volts at time τ = 0, the

angular response normalized to the initial tilt θi for τ > 0 becomes

θ (τ)

θi
=



ξ−
√
ξ2−1

2
√
ξ2−1

e−(ξ−
√
ξ2−1)τ +

ξ+
√
ξ2−1

2
√
ξ2−1

e−(ξ+
√
ξ2−1)τ ξ > 1

e−τ ξ = 1

e−ξτ
(

cos
(√

1− ξ2τ
)

+ ξ√
1−ξ2

sin
(√

1− ξ2τ
))

ξ < 1

(3.3)

The ideal transient response is the case where ξ = 1 (critical damping). For this case,

the time it take the mirror to reach 98% of its equalibrium value is ≈ 3.912/wθ. In

order to achieve settling times ∼ 10 µs, the mirror must have a resonant frequency

> 100 kHz while maintaining near critical damping.

The model would suggest that arbitrarily large resonant frequencies could be

achieved by simply reducing the moment of inertia and increasing the spring constant.

The moment of inertia for a polysilicon mirror plate is controlled by the plate radius

and thickness in the following equation:

I =
1

12

(
πR2Tρden

) (
3R2 + T 2

)
(3.4)

where ρden = 2.23 g/cm3 is the polysilicon density. Since wθ ∝
√

1/I and I has

an R4 dependence, reducing the micromirror radius by a factor of 2 increases the
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resonant frequency by 22 = 4. The torsional stiffness of one of the mirror springs is

κ =
βκGsWT 3

L
(3.5)

where βκ is a variable dependent on the ratio b of the spring’s cross-sectional di-

mensions and can be approximated by βκ ≈ 1/3 − 0.21b(1 − b4/12). This ratio b is

defined to have a value greater than or equal to 1 so that b = T/W when T ≥ W and

b = W/T when W > T [43]. The Shear modulus Gs is a function of material proper-

ties and given by Gs = 0.5E/(1 +ν) where polysilicon’s Young modulus and Poisson

ratio are E = 160 GPa and ν = 0.22, respectively. Decreasing L while increasing W

and T produces stiffer springs and therefore higher resonant frequencies.

In practice the mirror dimensions and spring constants are restricted by fabrica-

tion processes and distortions of the mirror plate. Because the material is fixed, the

spring constants are defined simply by geometry, and the thickness of the springs is

limited by foundry processes (≈ 3.5 µm for PolyMUMPS and 4.5 µm for SUMMiT

V). In order to design within the assumptions used in equ. 3.1, the torsional spring

stiffness must be softer than the torsional stiffness of the mirror plate. As the width

of the springs becomes comparable to the diameter of the mirror, the mirror plate

begins to twist along with the spring, which will effectively reduces κ. Micromirrors

with large spring constants must tolerate some warping of the mirror plate.

In order to estimate the upper limit of κ, one can model the mirror plate as a

cantilever where the fixed end is defined along the mirror’s axis of rotation (AoR).

As the mirror is tilted in one direction, the half of the mirror being forced toward

the substrate will begin to warp like a cantilever fixed by the torsional springs [Fig.

3.2(a)]. Considering the stiffness of the two torsional springs in parallel with the

torsional stiffness of mirror plate cantilever motion κmir (modeled as a square plate

with length αLR and width αWR), the effective spring constant can be approximated
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with the following equation:

κeff =
κκmir
κ+ κmir

=
βκGsT

3
(
W
L

)
4βκGs
E

α3
L

αW

(
W
L

)
+ 1

.

Assuming a fixed thickness T defined by the fabrication process, this equation has

two variables that are dependent on the dimensions of the structure: βκ and W/L.

The value of βκ varies between 0.141 when the width and thickness of the spring are

the same and 0.33 when the ratio of the two are very large. In the case of the springs

designed here, W and T will be nearly the same and only differ by a factor < 3 for

the most stiff springs (which corresponds to βκ = 0.263). Therefore, to simplify the

above expression, a constant value of 0.141 is used for βκ to yield:

κeff = 0.141GsT
3

(
W
L

)
Cm
(
W
L

)
+ 1

. (3.6)

With equation 3.6 only dependent on dimensional termW/L (T is assumed fixed) and

fitting parameter Cm, experimental data can be fit to find the maximum achievable

spring constant. This fit is shown in Fig. 3.2(b) with Cm = 0.58 for mirrors and

springs with a thickness of 3.5 µm. Based on these data, designs are limited to

κ ≤ 0.6 N·µm.

The damping in this system is governed by viscous squeezed film air damping.

The air gap between two plates generates a dissipative force as one or both plates

move with respect to one another. At relatively low frequencies, the air behaves

as a non-compressible fluid and is squeezed from beneath the mirror plate as it

rotates. This behavior generates an opposing torque that is proportional to the

angular velocity. At higher frequencies, the air is unable to respond to the motion of

the mirror and becomes compressed, acting as an air spring. In this case, the resisting
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Figure 3.2: (a) When viewed from the side, the mirror plate deforms as a cantilever
where the mirror springs fix the plate along the AoR which effectively reduces the
overall torsional stiffness. (b) Data plotted along with the expected fit for springs
and a mirror plate of thickness 3.5 µm. The fitting parameter Cm is equal to 0.58.

torque is proportional to the micromirror tilt angle. The operating frequencies of our

mirror designs are low enough to keep the damping in the non-compressive regime.

Consistent operating conditions such as pressure, temperature, and air viscosity

leave the damping coefficient dependent only on the mirror dimensions (i.e. radius

and location, size, and number of etch holes). Analytical damping models for a

torsional rectangular plate exist [44], but solutions for a circular mirror plate are

more complex. Therefore, these mirrors are modeled with an empirical formula

adapted from an analytical model developed by Pan et al [44]. This model only

considers the squeezed film damping of a rectangular torsional mirror plate with

length Lm and width Wm that rests a distance H above the substrate and neglects

the presence of etch holes. The damping coefficient is found to be D ∝ LmW
5
m/H

3.

For the empirical formula developed here, length and width are replaced with mirror

radius and one scaling parameter C1 resulting in D ∝ C1R
6/G3.

The etch holes will act to reduce the effective damping radius of the mirror by an
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of etch hole parameters.

amount related to the number, size, and position of the etch holes, called the etch

hole factor Ef (having units of distance). To incorporate the effect of etch holes,

models developed for perforated plate oscillating in a sagging motion are considered.

The general technique used to find the damping in these models is to break the

plate up into several cells with each cell containing one etch hole. The Reynold’s

equation is solved for one of these cells, and the results are propagated across the

entire plate [45]. More recent work alters the models to account for two important

effects: the coupling of air flow between cells at the cell boundaries and the uneven air

pressure distribution under the plate (cells closer to the center of the plate experience

more pressure than cells at the edge of the plate where air can escape more easily). A

perforation density term is introduced to account for the first effect, while an effective

number of holes is used for the second effect [46]. Because the designs examined here

are torsional mirrors, and the damping coefficient is related to the angular velocity

of the mirror, an effective distance of each cell from the axis of rotation of the mirror

is also included. Putting all of these factors together, the empirical damping formula

takes the form:

D =
C1 (R− C2Ef )

6

G3
, (3.7)
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where

Ef =

(
neπR

2
e

πR2

)
(αene)

(∑ne
i=1 di
ne

)
= (αene)

(
Re

R

)2 ne∑
i=1

di. (3.8)

All of the mirrors tested have the same etch hole radius Re = 1.5 µm, and the only

variations are the number ne and distance of each etch hole di from the AoR. Figure

3.3 shows a schematic of an example mirror plate etch hole configuration. To simplify

the equation, the effective etch hole number is represented only with a scaling factor

αe instead of the method used in [46]. In practice αe is absorbed into one of the

fitting parameters C2. Using a least squares fit with R and G having units of meters,

the fitting parameters are found to be C1 = 8.264 × 10−6 and C2 = 0.4417. In the

designs investigated here, C2Ef ranges from 5.35−4R to 0.153R.

The capacitive driving torque (right hand side of equ. 3.1) leads to a different

transient response when the voltage is stepped from 0 to V (tilt case) versus when

it goes from V back to 0 Volts (release case). This arises from the nonlinearity

in driving torque known as electrostatic spring softening, which effectively modifies

the system spring constant κ − κes where κes = 0.5(∂2C/∂θ2)V 2 [47, 48] (see ap-

pendix A for derivation). Therefore, as voltage and ∂2C/∂θ2 increases, the system’s

resonant frequency falls, leading to slower settling times. Since larger tilt angles

increase ∂2C/∂θ2 and require higher voltages, the mirror responds more slowly as

it approaches the limits of its tilting range, causing the tilt case to appear more

damped than the release case. In order to cause the two cases to settle at the same

time under moderate tilt angles, damping is targeted to make the release case slightly

underdamped (ξ = 0.6 to 0.8) while the tilt case will be near critically damped [49]

(Fig. 3.4).

With the models for resonant frequency and damping in place, a simple scaling

analysis can provide a better understanding of how design choices affect settling time.

The settling time quoted throughout the remainder of the document refers to the
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Figure 3.4: Model of a 134.3 kHz mirror with ξ = 0.7 responding to a step
voltage. The absolute value of the change in angle for the tilt case (solid black line)
and the release case (dashed gray line) are shown versus time for comparison. With a
relatively large |∆θ|, the response of the tilt case experiences significant electrostatic
spring softening making it appear more damped. The slight ringing in the release
case allows both mirror operation modes to settle at the same time.

time needed to reach and maintain an angle within 2% of the completely settled tilt

angle. According to equ. 3.7, the damping coefficient scales asR6/G3. This can be re-

written as the damping ratio in terms of wθ: ξ ∝ R2/(wθG
3). For ξ ≤ 1, the settling

time in equ. 3.3 follows the exponential envelope e−wθξt. In this case, the resulting

settling time is proportional to (wθξ)
−1. Inserting the relationships developed for wθ

and ξ, the settling time is found to be independent of wθ: ts ∝ G3/R2. This implies

that smaller gaps and larger mirrors with ξ ≤ 1 will reduce the settling time.

3.1.2 DC Design

The DC performance of mirrors requires a more complicated model of the system.

Because of the high spring constants required to meet the needs of dynamic char-

acteristics of springs, the voltage-induced sag of the mirror cannot be ignored. To

account for this, coupling of the mirror’s sagging motion (z motion) into the time-

independent version of equation 3.1 is required. The resulting model takes the form
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of a system of equations coupled through the capacitance term

2κθ =
1

2
η
∂C (θ, z)

∂θ
V 2 (3.9)

kz =
1

2
η
∂C (θ, z)

∂z
V 2. (3.10)

Three new additions to the model are the z motion spring constant k, a z dependence

in C, and a scaling parameter η. The new spring constant represents the stiffness

of the doubly fixed structure made up of the two springs and the mirror plate. If

this structure were a beam of uniform length Lb, width Wb, and thickness Tb, then

k would be given by [48]

k =
32EWbT

3
b

L3
b

. (3.11)

The circular shape of the mirror causes Wb to be non-uniform. This is treated by

replacing Wb with an effective width of 0.195R, based on simulation data. The total

length Lb is the sum of the diameter and twice the spring length. To make the

design space independent of spring geometry, an average value of 7.5 µm is assumed

for one spring length. The scaling parameter η is an empirically developed variable

that depends on the distance electrodes extends away from the mirror’s AoR. This

parameter normally has a value between 1.0 and 1.6 and represents the effective

increase in the electrode size due to nitride charging between electrodes (discussed

further in section 3.3). The parameter takes the simple form of η = 0.0058Rδ + 1

where δ is a dimensionless electrode parameter defined in the following paragraph,

and R is given in units of µm.

The voltage V in equ. 3.9 is an operational input to the system, leaving the

spring constants and capacitance as the DC design control variables. Since the

spring constants and mirror radii are used for control in the mirror dynamics, the

capacitance is the only parameter available to meet the snapdown angle, actuation
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induced sag, and required voltage needs. Capacitance is a function of the overlapping

area of the grounded mirror plate and charged actuation electrode divided by the

gap between the two. Because the mirror tilts under normal operation, the gap at a

given distance from the AoR is dependent on tilt angle. By increasing the capacitive

area, the operational voltage range can be reduced. Capacitive area farther from

the AoR provides more torque for a given voltage than area nearer to the center,

but extending the electrodes results in a reduction of the snapdown angle and the

steering range of the overall system. Extension of the electrode toward the AoR also

provides increased capacitive area, but this added area induces less tilt and more

sag motion than area farther from the micromirror center. Three different electrode

geometries were developed to investigate the balance between the snapdown angle,

required voltage, and induced sag. The three electrode designs, “D”,“C”, and “U”-

shaped electrodes, which are defined by fractional dimensions of the mirror radius

α, β, δ, and γ are shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.1.3 Optical Design

The optical design of the micromirrors is controlled by the following parameters: the

shape and placement of the actuation electrodes and the placement of etch holes on

the mirror plate. The sag of the mirror plate, discussed in the previous paragraphs,

manifests itself as a change in the radius of curvature (rc) of the mirror because,

while the mirror plate moves along the z axis, the torsional springs remain fixed,

causing the plate to bow. Bowing of the plate turns an otherwise approximately

flat mirror into an optical element with focusing power, leading to changes in the

reflected Gaussian beam waist location and size (see section 4.2 for an analysis of

the severity of this effect). Altering the electrode geometry to shift capacitive area

away from the center of the mirror plate reduces excitation of the sagging mode and

therefore creates less tilt induced curvature.
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Figure 3.5: Electrode shapes - “D” (top), “C” (left), and “U” (right) - defined
by fractional coefficients of the mirror radius R. Dashed line represents the axis of
rotation.

Another electrode design concern is created by the effect of the conformal deposi-

tion of polysilicon in the fabrication process. With conformal deposition, the pattern

of the underlying layers is transferred to the deposited layer, resulting in a reflective

plate with unwanted surface features, referred to as print-through patterns. With

micromirrors, the outline of the electrode geometry becomes apparent on the mir-

ror plate. Like the modifications needed to reduce sag, moving the capacitive area

(print-through patterns) away from the center of the mirror plate, where the most

intense portion of the laser strikes, will improve the quality of the reflected beam.

The final optical quality concern comes from the etch holes required for MEMS

device post-processing. The normally regular pattern and high density of etch holes

on the surface of the mirror plate can lead to diffraction patterns in the reflected beam

[50]. To help avoid this problem, the size and density of etch holes are minimized,

and the regular placement pattern is disrupted when possible.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Stack mirror plate design. (b) Split mirror plate design.

In order to address issues in optical quality, an alternate mirror plate design has

been considered. Previous designs assumed a single mirror plate, which in practice

consists of two polysilicon layers stacked on top of one another to increase thickness

[Fig. 3.6(a)]. In the new plate design, the mirror plate is split into a reflective plate

and an actuation plate as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). The two plates are joined in only

a few select locations to couple the torsional motion from the actuation plate to

the reflection plate and minimize the actuation plate distortion seen of the reflector

plate. This creates a reflector that experiences minimal tilt induced curvature. In the

SUMMiT V and SOI flip chip processes described in detail in section 3.3, the print-

through patterns and etch holes can also be avoided. The drawback of this approach

is reduced angular range and resonant frequency for a given spring constant. Splitting

the mirror plate makes the actuation plate thinner and therefore more susceptible to

distortions. While these distortions do not transfer to the reflector plate, effective

torsional and sagging spring softening are clearly visible. The added complexity of

two split plates in the design space also makes the devices more difficult to design

and model.
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3.1.4 Mirror Design Space

With the design model complete, we can select the desired characteristics and identify

the corresponding parameters within the design space. From the dynamic model, the

space can be spanned by independent variables wθ, R, G, and Ef . The DC and optical

characteristics are controlled by the electrode shape and dimensions. We can plot R

and wθ on the x and y axes, respectively, for a constant gap, etch hole factor, and

electrode geometry to establish the mirror characteristics κθ, ξ, θmax, ts, and Vmax.

In order to track the different resulting characteristics, the design space is broken up

into two plots. The first plot examines the optical system’s steering requirements:

settling time and number of addressable locations N defined by equ. 2.3. In the

second plot, the mirror design parameter contours are plotted.

The optical system characteristics are selected by choosing a resonant frequency

and settling time within the constraints imposed by the spring constant and damping

ratio. Figures 3.7(a) and (c) plot the damping ratio (blue line), settling time (green

line), and steering range N (dashed black line) contours. The maximum achievable

spring constant 0.6 N·µm represented by a red line is also provided for reference.

The appropriate area within the design space that meets the needs of the system

is defined within the shaded region. Within this region, the desired settling time

can be chosen by defining the mirror’s radius and resonant frequency. After this

selection, the second plot shown in Fig. 3.7(b) and (d) can be used to determine the

spring constant (red lines) and maximum voltage (dashed black lines) required for

this mirror design.

The design spaces plotted in Fig. 3.7 feature an etch hole factor of 0 for simplicity

and a “U”-shaped electrode with α = 0.2, β = 0.4, γ = 0.95, and δ = 0.5. The design

spaces with a 1.25 µm gap [Fig. 3.7(a) and (c)] feature smaller, faster mirrors in the

desired damping range, but the mirror size and smaller tilting ranges make these
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Figure 3.7: Design spaces for micromirror with thickness T = 3.5 µm, Ef = 0,
and “U”-shaped electrodes. Each plot uses the same electrode parameters α = 0.2,
β = 0.4, γ = 0.95, and δ = 0.5 (a) G = 1.25 µm design space plot to match system
requirements (b) G = 1.25 µm design space plot to select mirror design parameters
(c) G = 2.0 µm design space plot to match system requirements (d) G = 2.0 µm
design space plot used to select mirror design parameters. Spring constant values
(red curves and red numbers moving from the upper left to lower right) are in units
of N·µm. The damping ratio values are indicated by blue curves and blue numbers
moving from the upper right to lower left. Vertical green lines indicate the mirror
settling times. Dashed black lines represent addressable range N in plots (a) and (c)
and required voltage in plots (b) and (d).

mirrors more difficult to work with than the 2.0 µm gap mirrors. For example, a

mirror in the design space plotted in (a) with R = 80 µm and a 350 kHz resonant

frequency would have a damping ratio of 0.94 leading to settling times close to 1.8 µs.

The drawback of this design is the N = 4.5 addressing range (maximum tilt angle
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of 0.31◦). Reducing the mirror size while maintaining the same spring constant can

improve the tilt range, but because of the conservative radius-tilt bandwidth derived

in equ. 2.3, there is no improvement in overall system steering range. As the gap

size increases, the damping falls off quickly making causing prolonged ringing before

settling. The more appropriate design space for a mirror space limited by κ ≤ 0.6

Nµ̇m is found with a gap of 2.0 µm. While the settling times in this space are not as

small (≥ 4 µs), they are sufficient and provide large addressable ranges (≥ N = 7).

3.2 Numerical Modeling

Micromirrors are modeled through a lumped element or macro model strategy. This

type of a model begins with the governing equation shown in equ. 3.1 as well as

the equivalent sagging mode equation. For clarity, both are repeated below with the

addition of the electrostatic scaling term η

Iθ̈ (t) +Dθ̇ (t) + 2κθ (t) =
1

2
η
∂C (θ, z)

∂θ
V 2 (t) (3.12)

Mz̈ (t) +Dz ż (t) + kz =
1

2
η
∂C (θ, z)

∂z
V 2 (t) . (3.13)

The model is then broken up into lumped elements such as I/M moment of in-

ertia/mass, D/Dz damping coefficients for the torsional and z motion respectively,

and κ/k spring constants. Each lumped element is modeled by itself using either

analytical, empirical, or simulation methods. Finally, the modeling results for each

element are inserted into the above equation which is solved using a numerical tool

for a given input (V in this case). Coventor MEMS Design software is used to sim-

ulate spring constant values and solve for the capacitance across a range of θ and

z values for each of the electrode designs. The damping coefficient is acquired from

the empirical formula shown in equ. 3.7, while the mass and moment of inertia are

analytically calculated. Fabrication rounding and offset tolerances are considered
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in simulations for relatively small springs dimensions. Small lithography artifacts

can significantly alter the spring constants [49]. Once all the lumped elements are

found, MATLAB is used to solve the coupled torsional and sagging mode harmonic

oscillator equations given an input voltage form. The combined macro model can be

used to predict settling times and DC characteristics such as snapdown angle and

tilt induced curvature. It is also used during mirror characterization to fit measured

transient data and extract the damping response of the mirrors.

The springs are modeled using two different techniques within the Coventor soft-

ware. This first method calculates the reaction forces and torques on the displaced

end of a spring while the opposite end is fixed. In these simulations, the spring expe-

riences both angular and translational displacement. The reaction forces and torques

are divided by the magnitude of the displacements to find the spring constants. This

method produces accurate results when the spring is soft compared to the mirror

plate, but becomes less accurate with increased spring stiffness. For stiffer springs,

a modal simulation is preferred. This method requires both springs and the mirror

plate for accurate results since, in the stiff spring regime, the torsional stiffness is

coupled to the size of the mirror. Because of the comparable stiffness of the mir-

ror plate and the spring, a modal analysis for each mirror plate and spring design

combination is needed.

The capacitance between the mirror plate and actuation electrode is simulated

across a combination of different tilt angles and z displacements. The values are

then fit with a 4th order polynomial with θ and z dependencies. Unfortunately, the

demands placed on the fabrication process in these high-speed mirror designs lead

to discrepancies between the simulation results and measured data. The two major

sources of these discrepancies come from alignment tolerances among the polysilicon

layers and the charging effect on the insulating nitride layer that separates the ground

and actuation electrodes under the mirror plate. The alignment tolerances allow the
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mirror plate to be fabricated slightly offset from the center of the electrodes. This

creates asymmetry in the required voltage between the two tilt directions (as much

as a 6% difference in voltage between a clockwise and counter clockwise tilt). This

problem is difficult to predict and changes from device to device, so for modeling

purposes it is ignored. To accomodate the nitride charging issue, a scaling parameter

fit to data, as discussed earlier in section 3.1.2, is inserted into the electrostatic torque

term for each different electrode in equs. 3.12 and 3.13.

3.3 Fabrication

The MEMS devices are fabricated by alternately depositing polysilicon mechanical

layers and silicon dioxide sacrificial layers on top of a silicon substrate with a thin

insulating material (such as silicon nitride) separating the substrate from the polysil-

icon. Although the mirrors have been created using two different foundry processes,

PolyMUMPs through MEMSCAP and SUMMiT V through Sandia, the general de-

sign remains the same. The first one or two polysilicon layers serve as the fixed

electrodes and electrical traces, while the final two layers deposited act as the mirror

plate and springs. In both of these processes, each consecutive layer is deposited

conformally over the patterned layers beneath it, resulting in a pattern of lower lay-

ers being transferred to the top layers (print-through patterns). Another common

feature is the use of etch holes. Because the process involves alternating layers of

polysilicon and silicon dioxide, the oxide layers must be removed in a process referred

to as the “release” process in order for the polysilicon layers to be mechanically free.

Designing small holes in the polysilicon layer reduces the etch time which limits dam-

age to the polysilicon by the etchant [normally performed in 49% hydrofluoric acid

(HF)]. Due to optical concerns, the number of etch holes is limited, and in special

circumstances, eliminated. On top of the reflective plate, a thin metallic layer is

deposited to enhance the reflectivity for a desired range of wavelengths.
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3.3.1 PolyMUMPs

The PolyMUMPs foundry process is a relatively simple, quick turnaround, three

polysilicon layer process (two structural layers and one electrical layer). The layers

are shown in Fig. 3.8. The process begins with a phosphor-doped silicon substrate.

On top, a 0.6 µm silicon-nitride (SixNy) layer is laid down using low stress low

pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) to provide electrical isolation between

the substrate and first polysilicon layer. Next, a 0.5 µm polysilicon layer, Poly0, is

deposited to serve as the electrode/routing layer. Poly0 is then masked photolitho-

graphically and etched to form the traces and electrodes of the device. The first

sacrificial layer, Oxide1, is deposited on top of the patterned Poly0. This layer is a

2 µm thick, low density, LPCVD phosphosilicate glass (PSG) that etches relatively

quickly in the HF release step. Oxide1 serves to provide spacing between the Poly0

layer serving as the electrodes and the mirror plate. Oxide1 is masked with pho-

toresist and patterned either through a timed etch to reduce the spacing to 1.25

µm between polysilicon layers or by complete removal of exposed areas to provide a

structural anchor between Poly0 and the next layer, Poly1. The 2 µm thick Poly1

layer is deposited on Oxide2 and forms the bottom half of the mirror plate and

springs. Poly1 is patterned in the same manner used to define the shape of Poly0.

Another sacrificial layer called Oxide2, this time only 0.75 µm thick, is deposited on

top of Poly1. This layer can be selectively removed exposing Poly1 to the top 1.5 µm

thick Poly2 layer to anchor the two together. Using a Poly1-Poly2 anchor across the

entire mirror results in a double stacked polysilicon mirror plate of total thickness

3.5 µm, which will be referred to as a stacked mirror plate. Alternatively, a split

mirror plate design has Poly2 anchored to Poly1 in only a few select locations.

The mirror plate is held in place by torsional springs which are attached to

support structures. Like the mirror plate, the springs can take the form of a stacked
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Figure 3.8: PolyMUMPS layer structure [41].

Poly1-Poly2 structure, a single Poly1 or Poly2 layer, or an “I”-beam shape where the

Poly2 layer is anchored to Poly1 only along the center of the spring. The torsional

springs are nominally rectangular bars with the same dimensions as those drawn

in the computer-aided design (CAD) layout, but in practice they show filleting at

corners, and the polysilicon is typically 0.6 µm smaller than the drawn dimensions

due to alignment tolerances in the fabrication process (Fig. 3.9).

3.3.2 SUMMiT V

SUMMiT V is a process offered by Sandia National Laboratories which uses one

electrical polysilicon layer (Poly0), four structural layers (Poly1-Poly4), and four

sacrificial oxide layers (Oxide1-Oxide4) sandwiched between the polysilicon layers1.

SUMMiT uses a dense tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) oxide for sacrificial layers, which

require longer release times than the PolyMUMPS oxides. The layer structure for the

SUMMiT V process is shown in Fig. 3.10. One of major difference in the SUMMiT

process compared to PolyMUMPS is the chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of

the last two oxide layers, removing print-through patterns from the top surface (Fig.

1 SUMMiT V identifies their polysilicon and oxide layers by the names MMPoly and SacOx. For
clarity, I will refer to those layers by the same naming convention used in the PolyMUMPs process
where the layers identified by Poly and Oxide.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a MEMS mirror. (b) Magnified
view of the area highlighted in (a) with a dashed circle comparing as-drawn CAD
dimensions (dashed square) to fabricated dimensions.

3.11). This results in a process that can accommodate more sophisticated designs

and a flatter, and smoother reflective surface.

In the designs featured here, all three bottom polysilicon layers (Poly0-Poly2) are

used for the electrode and electrical routing layers. Due to the additional layers, the

electrodes can be designed to completely shield the insulating nitride layer from the

mirror plate. The nitride layer in both PolyMUMPs and SUMMiT can charge over

the time frame of milliseconds, which effectively enlarges the electrode dimensions,

causing a relatively slow settling of the mirror tilt angle. By shielding the charged

nitride from the mirror plate, the slow settling can be eliminated. The remaining

top two polysilicon layers (Poly3-Poly4) are used to create the springs and mirror
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Figure 3.10: SUMMiT V layer structure [42].

plate. With two available polysilicon layers, the same mirror plate and spring designs

available in the PolyMUMPs process are available in SUMMiT. The nominal oxide

thickness between the mirror plate and the electrode is 2.0 µm, but the CMP of

the top two oxide layers causes this thickness to vary depending on the surrounding

structural layers. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the exact gap between the mirror

plate and the electrodes from run-to-run, device-to-device, or even mirror-to-mirror

on a given chip.

3.3.3 Flip Chip Silicon on Insulator Process

A third fabrication method uses electrodes and/or an actuation plate fabricated with

either PolyMUMPs or SUMMiT processes and a single crystal silicon mirror plate

from a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer. In this process, the top silicon layer (device

layer) of the SOI wafer is patterned and etched to form the reflector plates attached

to the handle wafer through a thin thermal oxide layer. An adhesive layer such as

Au or polyimide is deposited on both the MEMS platform and the reflector plates, in

the case of a Au adhesion layer, or just on the reflector plate when using polyimide.
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Figure 3.11: While the PolyMUMPS mirror plate (a) has fewer etch holes, the
print through patterns are less noticible on the SUMMiT V mirror plate (b)

Table 3.1: Fabrication Process Comparison

Process
Num.

Complexity
Nitride Gap Align. Surf. Lead

Layers Shield Ctrl Tol. Rough. Time

PolyMUMPS 3 Low No High Low 11 nm 3 mo.
SUMMiT V 5 Med Yes Low High 12 nm 6 mo.

MUMPS/SOI 4 High No/Yes High Low 0.7 nm 3 mo.
SUMMiT/SOI 6 High Yes Low Low 0.7 nm 6 mo.

The patterned SOI wafer is then flipped, aligned, and bonded to the MEMS platform

using an S.E.T. FC150 flip chip bonder (Fig. 3.12). The bonded devices are released

by immersion in 49% HF to remove the SOI thermal oxide and separate the silicon

mirror plate from the handle wafer. The result is a single crystal mirror plate with

a low rms roughness (Rq) and flatness > 200 mm, making a nearly ideal reflector.

While the advantages of this process are clear, a reliable fabrication procedure has

not yet been developed.

The advantages and disadvantages of the fabrication processes are summarized in

table 3.1. The “Num. Layers” column describes the number of available polysilicon

layers, including poly0, which by itself is not a structural layer. The SOI device

layer provides an additional layer to work with compared to the foundry processes

by themselves. The “Complexity” column is a qualitative measure of the difficulty
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Figure 3.12: (a) SOI flip chip bonding mirror process where the mirror plate and
springs are transfered to a MEMS electrode/support base through Au-Au thermo-
compression bonding. (b) SEM of a successfully bonded mirror.
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of the process, taking into consideration the alignment tolerances, design layers,

and fabrication complexities. The column labeled “Nitride shield” indicates whether

there is a sufficient number of layers to provide shielding of the nitride layer (which

can charge up) from the other electrostatic elements. In the “Gap Ctrl” column, table

elements represent a qualitative indicator of the tolerances of the layer thicknesses.

Run data from the PolyMUMPs process (Run 60 to 83) indicate an Oxide1 variation

of ±3% [41] while the SUMMiT CMP Oxide3 layer can vary by as much as ±30%

from the average thickness [51]. The next column, “Align. Tol.” gives an indication

of the how well each of the deposited layers can be aligned to one another. The “Surf.

Rough.” column refers to the virgin device surface rms roughness as measured using

an atomic force microscope. The column labeled “Lead Time” is the time from

design submission deadline to delivery of devices.

3.4 Post-processing

Once the foundries deliver the micromachined devices, each sample goes through

a post-processing procedure to enable functionality. We receive the MEMS chips

covered in a protective photoresist layer where the mechanical polysilicon layers are

encapsulated by the sacrificial oxide. To prepare the devices for operation, they must

be diced, polished if the operating wavelength is in the UV, cleaned, coated with a

reflective metal, “released” in an HF bath to remove the sacrificial oxide layers,

dried, wire bonded, and packaged. The preparation varies slightly depending on the

fabrication process used, the reflective metal selected, and the intended use.

The first steps in the process are preparation for the metal deposition and oxide

etching. In many of the delivered PolyMUMPs samples, the 1 cm by 1 cm die

consists of several different device designs. The devices are separated by dicing with

the protective photoresist in place. A solvent bath of acetone and isopropyl alcohol

is used to remove the photoresist and clean the surface of the sample. The SUMMiT
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samples are delivered in the same state, but the dicing step is avoided due to the

small die size (6.540 mm x 3.020 mm).

For devices operating in the ultraviolet wavelengths, the mirror surface is polished

to reduced surface roughness. The polishing process uses METLAB’s black chemotec

polishing cloth with a 0.05 µm alumina slurry and de-ionized water solution. The

un-released samples are flipped upside down and rubbed across the polishing pad

by hand in a figure eight motion. Each polishing iteration consists of 20 full figure

eight sequences spanning an area of about 1× 3 inches. Once complete, the samples

are immediately rinsed in de-ionized water to prevent slurry particles from sticking

to the MEMS surface, and run through a solvent cleaning process. Figure 3.13

shows optical microscope images of a sample before (a) and after two polishing

iterations (b). Visually, the polished surface appears much smoother. The most

noticeable difference is reduced roughness of the print-through pattern indicated by

the arrows. Atomic force microscopy measurements of the surface reveals an order

of magnitude improvement in surface roughness (from 12 nm before polishing to 2

nm rms roughness after polishing).

At this point, the post-processing of the PolyMUMPs and SUMMiT devices differ

depending on the thin film reflective metal being used on the mirrors. The oxide

encapsulating the micromirrors has to the removed in a 49% HF bath to allow for me-

chanical motion, and the micromirrors need a reflective thin film metal coating, which

in many instances (Al included) is aggressively attacked by HF. Samples with HF-

resistant Au films experience problems with galvanic etching of polysilicon in close

proximity to Au metal during the long exposure to HF. This results when different

electrochemical potentials between the Au and the dissolved oxide in the HF solu-

tion create a current flow through the neighboring polysilicon. The current induces

oxidation of the polysilicon, increasing the structural layer’s etch rates. This leads to

problems such as discoloration of the polysilicon, metal delamination, reduction of
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Before polish
(a)
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(b)

Figure 3.13: Optical microscope image of mirror (a) before and (b) after two
polishing iterations. The arrows point to print-through patterns on the mirror. After
polishing, the print-through patterns are significantly smoother.

resonant frequencies, and open circuits in polysilicon traces [52]. The relatively fast

etch rate of the PolyMUMPs oxide layers ( 10 µm/min, normally requiring a total

etch time of 4 minutes) enables HF resistant metals such as chromium (Cr) and Au

to be photolithographically patterned and deposited before release, while the slow

etch rates of the SUMMiT oxide layers ( 1 µm/min, normally requiring a total time

of 2 hours for our samples) require that the metal be deposited after release to avoid

galvanic etching. In the case of an Al coating, the HF attacks the Al, and the coating

cannot survive even the short 4 minute PolyMUMPs etch time. This forces Al de-

position to take place after the release step. In the case where all metals are absent

during the release process (including Au metal used for wirebonding pads), long etch

times do little to degrade the polysilicon. This allows for the removal of etch holes

from the mirror plates, improving the optical performance of the device.

For the samples that require patterned Au prior to release, the photolithography

process is nontrivial. The mask defining the opening for Cr/Au coats completely

ignores the size and placement of etch holes on the mirror plate. Therefore, metal
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is deposited into the etch hole openings, ensuring a completely uniform coating on

the polysilicon mirror plate. The deposited metal will cover the oxide directly below

the etch holes which could potentially block the flow of HF. Therefore, the device

goes through a pre-release step where all exposed oxide (not directly covered by

polysilicon) is removed. This enables the deposited metal that travels through the

etch holes to adhere to the underlying electrodes and eliminates the possibility of

etch holes becoming clogged or loose Au flakes shorting the mirror. As discussed

above, polysilicon proximity to Au enhances galvanic etching. Therefore, the etch

holes are positioned over ground electrodes instead of actuation electrodes where the

traces are wide and the galvanic attack can be minimized. Positioning etch holes

over actuation electrodes can result in an open circuit between the electrode and the

bonding pad from the galvanic attack.

The addition of a thin metal on the polysilicon can alter the surface stresses on

the mirror plate causing it to warp. When a thin film is deposited, intrinsic stress

originating from strained regions within the film and at the substrate-film interface

cause the structure to bow [53]. In order to avoid this, the metal deposition must

be controlled in a manner that minimizes the metal-polysilicon bi-layer stress. Gold

is generally considered a low stress material, but it requires an additional metal

adhesion layer. Common choices for this adhesion layer are titanium (Ti) and Cr.

Titanium films are also considered low stress, but they are not resistant to HF.

Therefore, the Ti can only be use as an adhesion layer if it is applied after the

release. On the other hand, Cr withstands HF but is a relatively high stress metal.

There are several deposition conditions that affect the magnitude and direction

(compressive or tensile) of the thin film stress. The stress in sputtered Cr can be

reduced with high sample temperatures [54], thinner films, and large DC sample

bias [55]. While experiments showed significant reduction in Cr stress under these

conditions, there were no conditions where sputtered Cr/Au tolerated the HF bath
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Figure 3.14: Adhesion of the Cr/Au thin film deteriorate after prolong HF baths
or sputtered films.

without adhesion problems (Fig. 3.14). Therefore, the process recipe moved to

an evaporated film. In order to minimize the film stress, I used a slow deposition

rate (0.2 to 0.3 Å/s) to lay down a thin Cr film (30 Å) at relatively high chamber

pressures (low 10−5 Torr). The added stress from the Au deposition is insignificant

compared to the Cr film, so the thickness of Au is selected by maximizing the optical

reflectance with minimal thickness [Fig. 3.15(a)]. For lasers at normal incidence in

the visible to near infrared, Au reflectance begins to level out at a thickness of 800

Å according to simulation. The Cr process along with 800 Å of Au can survive the

PolyMUMP’s 4 minute HF bath with a radius of curvature rc > 200 mm.2 When

using Ti the stress remains low at a thickness of 50 Å and appears to be effectively

independent of other processing conditions. The Ti/Au film deposited post-release

produces curvature of rc > 500 mm. The stress induced from an Al film takes the

mirror from an initially compressive state (convex shape) to a tensile state (concave

shape) as the film thickness is increased. Testing showed the MEMS mirror becomes

effectively flat at an Al thickness of 700 Å, which is more than enough material for

maximal reflectance [Fig. 3.15(b)].

2 In this document, a positive rc value is defined to be a concave or “bowl”-shaped surface while
a negative rc value represents a convex or “hill”-shaped surface.
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Figure 3.15: Simulated reflectance at normal incidence as a function of metal
thickness for (a) Au on top of 3 nm of Cr and (b) Al. The mirror plates are modeled
as 3.5 µm of silicon in a vacuum environment. Wavelengths used in the simulations
are selected based on requirements from end users.

After release, the sample goes through a drying step. Because of the small di-

mensions of the free structures and gaps between them, allowing the sample to air

dry can cause the structures to collapse to the substrate due to the surface tension of

the water and become stuck. The general term for a MEMS structure sticking to the

substrate or other structures is known as stiction. To avoid stiction after release, the

samples undergo a critical point drying process. In this process, the sample is placed

in an air tight, temperature controlled chamber. The drying medium [liquid carbon

dioxide (CO2) in this case] fills the chamber, which is then heated. The pressure

inside the chamber climbs along with the temperature. At a chamber temperature

of approximately 31◦C, the state of the CO2 moves beyond the critical point phase

transition between a liquid and gas, thus avoiding surface tension during the drying

process. The CO2 gas is slowly removed from the now dry chamber and sample.

With the sample dry and the polysilicon layers free to move, the device becomes

very fragile and is unable to tolerate photolithographic masking. Those samples that

require post-release metalization are patterned by a non-contact, custom shadow

mask. This mask, manufactured at Towne Technologies [56], is a bi-metal plate
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Groove

Figure 3.16: Pictures of sample holder, mask, and mask holder needed for post-
release metalization. The left picture shows the mask in place over the mask holder’s
vacuum grooves. The right picture shows the mask being held in place with magnets.

made of a beryllium-copper (BeCu) handle material that is 5 mils thick with a 0.7

mil thick electroformed nickel (Ni) layer. The mask has a precise opening in the

Ni with a larger backside opening in the BeCu that aligns with the mirror plates

on the MEMS device. To align, the MEMS chip is secured in the base of a sample

holder with photoresist. The sample holder, made out of magnetic stainless steel, has

integrated spacers on either side of the chip that are machined to be slightly higher

(∼ 1 mil) than the top surface of the device. This allows the mask to come into

contact with the spacers without disturbing the polysilicon layers on the sample.

The mask is then secured in a custom vacuum chuck designed to fit into a Suss

MicroTec MJB3 mask aligner. The mask aligner is used to position the mask over

the sample and bring it into contact with the sample holder. Magnets secure the

mask to the sample holder. Finally, the vacuum hold on the mask is removed and the

sample, sample holder, and mask are run through the metal evaporation procedure.

Figure 3.16 shows images taken of the custom components needed for the patterning

process. This procedure yields alignment tolerances of ± 5 µm across the samples.

The devices are then mounted inside a 68 pin ceramic leadless-chip carrier (LCC)

and wire bonded. The sample is secured to the floor of the LCC with silver paste
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that provides electrical and thermal conductance between the MEMS chip and the

package. Wire bonding is done with a 2 mil diameter Au wire at a temperature of

< 50◦C to avoid thermally induced stress on the mirror plate. In an effort to con-

trol the operating environment of the MEMS device, an anti-reflection (AR) coated

glass window can then be epoxied to the ceramic LCC in the dry nitrogen environ-

ment inside a glove box. While not the ideal packaging solution, this helps keep

air contaminants, especially moisture, away from the sensitive MEMS components,

improving the operational lifetime as discussed in 4.4.
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4

System Characterization

Performance of the beam steering system can be broken down into MEMS mirror

characteristics such as mechanics, optical power tolerances, stability, and reliabil-

ity, and system level characteristics such as steering range, throughput, and optical

quality. Since overall system performance is heavily influenced by MEMS mirror per-

formance, a majority of the system characterization will focus on the MEMS mirrors.

Because design of relay and projection optics is different for each implementation, the

overall system is characterized at the Fourier plane after traveling through a 1-to-1

relay telescope (see fig. 2.5 for definition of optical system components). After the

Fourier plane, additional relay and projection optics can be used to tailor the beam

properties to the target experiment.

4.1 Micromirror Mechanics

Consistent with strategies used in the lumped modeling approach, the micromirror

mechanics are characterized by measuring lumped elements making up the mirror:

η∂C/∂θ, κ, and ξ. The remaining elements M and I are assumed to follow their

respective analytical models.
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Measurement of the spring constant is accomplished by finding the resonant fre-

quency of the micromirror. Recall that the resonant frequency at small voltages is

only a function of κ and I. Since the material properties and dimensions of the mirror

are well known, moment of inertia can be easily and accurately calculated. Therefore,

measurement of wθ leads to κ. To find wθ, the mirror is driven with a small voltage

sine wave at various frequency (V (t) = v sin(wt)) with sweeping frequency in a vac-

uum environment (< 5 Torr). The response of the mirror is recorded by measuring

the position of a reflected beam on a position sensitive photodiode (PSD) arranged

in the optical setup shown in Fig. 4.1. Because of the vacuum, the mirror expe-

riences little damping and the magnitude of the PSD response is maximized when

the frequency of the driving torque is equal to the mechanical resonance (this occurs

at w = wθ/2 because electrostatic torque is proportional to V (t)2). Design stage

modeling of the mirrors generally predicts resonant frequencies significantly higher

than those measured. This is due to variations in the fabricated spring geometry

and thicknesses of the deposited polysilicon layers. Simulations of the micromirrors

with measured dimensions yield results much closer to the measured values (within

7% of measured values). As the design aims for higher resonant frequencies and

thus stiffer springs, the length of the spring becomes smaller and the resonant fre-

quency becomes more sensitive to the deviation between fabricated and ideal design

dimensions. These deviations are difficult to predict and generally lead to larger

discrepancy between the simulated values and actual values.

Transient data are measured with the same experimental setup, but the micromir-

ror is driven with a square wave function (0 to V ) in an ambient environment. The

position of the reflected beam is recorded using the PSD and fit with equ. 3.1 us-

ing the measured resonant frequency, measured η∂C/∂θ (described in the following

paragraph), and calculated moment of inertia to find the damping ratio ξ. Fig.

4.2(a) shows the tilt and release case of a mirror along with the fit to extract ξ. The
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Figure 4.1: Schematic for position sensitive detector characterization tool. This
setup is used to measure the transient response, resonant frequency, and reliability.

mirror responds differently under two distinct operating modes: “release” and “tilt”

cases. The mirror’s transient response differs in these two cases due to electrostatic

softening discussed in section 3.1.1, resulting in a faster response for the “release”

case. The plots shown in Fig. 4.2 demonstrate how designing a mirror that is slightly

underdamped can allow the “release” and “tilt” cases to settle in approximately the

same time. While most of the samples tested reach 95% of their final tilt angle in

10-20 µs, many mirrors settle in < 10 µs with the fastest mirrors settling in 4 µs

(wθ = 247kHz and ξ = 0.7) as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).
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Figure 4.2: (a) Transient response for a 130 µm radius SUMMiT mirror with a
resonant frequency of 100 kHz. (b) Transient response for a 100 µm radius Poly-
MUMPS mirror with a resonant frequency of 247 kHz. The tilt case (left) and release
case (right) are plotted. Measured data from the PSD are shown in black while the
model fit is shown as a dashed gray line. The axes’ labels for these curves are shown
on the right. The voltage waveform is displayed in solid gray with labels on the left.

The DC mirror measurements are taken with a non-contact optical profiler (Zygo

New View 5000) under ambient conditions. The mirror surface is measured under an

applied DC voltage to find tilt angle, snapdown angle, and change the mirror’s rc .

To extract η∂C/∂θ, measurements of the mirror are taken across a range of voltages

as shown in Fig. 4.3. The analytical model described in section 3.1.2 is plotted

against the data and fit with the η parameter. While the precise measurement at

the snapdown angle θsnap is extremely difficult to find, the data reported are taken
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Figure 4.3: Fits of data from PolyMUMPS mirrors tilting in the left (red circles)
and right (black diamond) directions with analytical calculations for (a) 75 µm radius
mirror with a resonant frequency of 266.6 kHz and a gap of G = 1.25 µm and (b)
126 kHz mirror with a 100 µm radius and a gap of 2 µm. In both plots the dashed
line represents an η value of 1 while the solids lines use η = 1.15 in (a) and η = 1.25
in (b).

within 0.3 V of voltage Vsnap where the mirror becomes uncontrollable and the edge

of the mirror comes into contact with the substrate. This point is easy to identify,

as the tilt angle of the mirror at this point is nearly two times θsnap in some cases,

making the stark contrast in tilt angles easy to see. The experimental data show good

agreement with the model, especially in the case of the “U”-shaped electrode design,

as summarized in Table 4.1 where the gray columns are experimental data, columns

with underlined text are simulation results using the lumped modeling approach, and

italicized text represents data collected from the analytical model used to develop

the design space. Variations between the models and measurement are attributed to

fabrication process variations in gap spacing and polysilicon thicknesses.

Experimental examination of the electrode geometries support the model and

simulations discussed in section 3.1.2. The “D”-shaped electrode provides a large ca-

pacitive area, which leads to lower operational voltage; however, the large capacitive

area under the central region of the mirror plate is a poor design choice for the optical

performance and tilt-induced curvature. By removing some of the capacitive area
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from the center of the mirror plate as in the “C”-shaped electrode, optical perfor-

mance and suppression of tilt-induced curvature improve at the expense of increased

voltage needs. The “U”-shaped electrode, by contrast, results in a good compromise

among voltage, optical quality, and curvature by adding additional capacitive area

farther from the mirror center without sacrificing snapdown angle or optical perfor-

mance. Altering electrode parameters α, β, δ, and γ allow the performance to be

tuned for the specific application.

While proper electrode design can help with the tilt-induced sag, the effects on

mirrors with large resonant frequencies (i.e. stiff springs) are not negligible. To

properly address this issue, the mirror plate can be separated into an actuation plate

that distorts with tilt and a flat reflector plate. The two plates are then connected in

a way that minimizes the coupling of the distortion and maximizes the tilt motion.

This design, referred to as a split mirror plate design, can be utilized in all fabrication

processes. Fig. 4.4 plots ∆r−1
c as a function of tilt angle for a stack and split plate

mirror design, demonstrating the reduction in tilt-induced curvature. The drawbacks

of the split mirror plate are reduced resonant frequency and tilt angles due to a

decrease in the effective spring constant from a thinner, softer actuation plate.

4.2 Optical Power Handling

Large optical power incident on MEMS devices can lead to performance degradation

on three different levels. In the first and most severe level, the optical power can

cause permanent physical damage to the device [57, 58]. In the second level, ex-

posure to high optical powers leads to permanent deformation that impacts system

performance [59]. In the third level, the optical power deforms the device during

operation, but the deformation is reversible and the device returns to its original

shape upon removal of the incident optical power.

The crossover between levels is typically determined by the power absorbed by the
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Figure 4.4: The change in the inverse radius of curvature is plotted as a function
of tilt angle for two micromirrors with similar spring constants. The split plate
mirror (gray) shows only a slight change in curvature along both the AoR (square
data points and dashed lines) and the orthogonal direction (dot data points and
solid lines) as tilted. The stack plate (black) shows greater variation especially, in
the direction orthogonal to the axis of rotation. Lines tracking data are shown only
as a visual aid.

MEMS device and the associated temperature rise. Physical damage results when the

temperature rise leads to a permanent change in the material composition or surface

ablation of the device [60]. Irreversible distortion occurs when the device experiences

thermally induced plastic deformation, such as grain boundary relaxation in metals

[61, 62]. Reversible elastic deformation is observed when the temperature-induced

stress remains below the plastic deformation level for the device.

The characterization of MEMS devices operating within the reversible elastic

deformation regime is challenging because device characteristics (e.g. the radius of

curvature for a MEMS mirror) need to be monitored in real-time during illumination

with a high power optical beam. While examining a device for physical damage

can be done after high optical power has been applied and then removed, measuring
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reversible mirror deformation in this way is not effective because the mirror will

return to its original state upon cooling.

We employ a simple real-time measurement technique that characterizes the ra-

dius of curvature of a MEMS mirror while a high optical power is incident. Using

this approach, changes in the mirror properties are analyzed under strong optical

illumination to deduce micromirror design strategies to maximize power-handling

capability.

4.2.1 Mirror Model

For quantum information processing in atomic systems, a misalignment or shift of

the waist location can degrade the quality of the qubit operation. This drives the

requirement for small, high-speed mirrors that can provide consistent operation in

terms of beam quality and Gaussian waist location.

To characterize the effect of optical power on the mirror shown in Fig. 4.5(a), a

laser beam is incident perpendicular to the mirror plate. Due to finite reflectance of

the metal coating, a fraction of the incident beam is absorbed by the mirror plate.

The absorbed power is dissipated to the substrate by 1) conduction through the

springs, 2) conduction through the air gap, and 3) radiation. The net tempera-

ture increase is determined by the balance between absorbed power and dissipated

power. The heat energy generated is determined by the amount of absorbed light.

Optimizing reflectance at the operational wavelength reduces the absorbed optical

power. While a high reflectance, multilayer optical coating can be designed to re-

duce absorption, thicker coatings slow the dynamic response and require careful

stress compensation to maintain mirror flatness [63]. In addition, the removal of the

sacrificial oxide layers normally requires etching in hydrofluoric acid which attacks

most dielectric optical coating materials. For these reasons, the experiment focuses

on two different metal coatings: Al and Au. In order to minimize the film stress
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Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic of the mirror structure and heat dissipation paths. The
path of thermal energy conducted through the springs Qspr is shown with solid arrows
while the heat energy conducted through the air gap to the substrate Qair is shown
with dashed arrows. The radiated heat Qrad is shown with rippled lines. All surfaces
in gray are assumed to be held at the substrate temperature Ts while the mirror plate
has a temperature Tp. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of MEMS mirror studied in
this work.

while still maintaining high reflectance, processes utilizing 70 nm of Al and 80 nm of

Au with a 3 nm Cr seed layer were designed for the mirrors. Using optical constants
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Figure 4.6: Normal incident reflectance (blue) and absorption (red) calculations
of 3.5 µm thick silicon MEMS mirrors for 3 nm Cr coating under an 80 nm Au
coating (dashed lines) and a 70 nm Al coating (solid lines).

from the Freesnell material database [64], the absorption and reflection at normal

incidence are calculated at wavelengths λ between 400 and 1400 nm for Cr/Au and

Al coated micromirrors (Fig. 4.6). The reflectance Ψ of Au (dotted blue line) drops

significantly below 600 nm while Al (solid blue line) maintains a reflectance above

90%. Because there is very little transmission through the mirror plate at these

wavelengths, the absorption can be approximated as 1−Ψ. Minimizing the absorp-

tion with proper optical coatings becomes crucial with the inherent small dimension

of a MEMS device.

Assuming a stationary mirror in thermal equilibrium, a thermal model relating

the applied optical power Popt to the mirror plate temperature Tp was developed by

Burns and Bright in [60]:

Popt (1−Ψ (λ)) =

[
(εpSp + εmSm) kB

(
T 4
p − T 4

s

)
+(Tp − Ts)

(
Suκaρ

Gρo
+ 2wtnκp cosh(niL)

)]
(4.1)
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with

ni =
√
κaρ/κptGρo.

Here, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, εp and εm represent the emissivities of polysilicon

and metal coating, respectively; κp and κa are the thermal conductivity of polysili-

con and air, respectively, while Sp, Sm, and Su are the surface areas of the exposed

polysilicon mirror plate, metal coating, and underside of the mirror plate, respec-

tively. The left-hand side of the equation denotes the total absorbed power by the

mirror plate from the incident illumination. On the right-hand side, the first term

comes from radiative heat loss, while the second and third terms represent heat loss

due to conduction through the air gap underneath the mirror plate and through the

springs, respectively. A substrate temperature of Ts = 300 K is assumed as well as a

reference pressure of ρo = 760 Torr. For the mirror dimensions, temperature ranges,

and operating conditions relevant in this study, the air in the gap between the mirror

and the substrate remains static and convection can be entirely ignored. At ambient

pressure (relative pressure ρ = ρo = 760 Torr), the major source of heat dissipation

from the MEMS mirror plate is the conduction through the springs and air gap to

the substrate, represented by the second and third terms of equ. 4.1. As the rel-

ative pressure decreases, conduction through the surrounding air to the substrate

decreases, which makes thermal radiation contributions and conduction through the

springs more significant. To minimize heating and resulting mirror distortion, the

mirrors are operated at 760 Torr and relatively low temperatures (< 100◦C), which

makes the impact of radiation negligible.

During mirror heating, the polysilicon mirror plate expands more slowly than the

reflective metal coating due to the mismatch in their coefficients of thermal expansion

(CTE) (αp and αm, respectively) [65]. This causes the mirror structure to distort by

altering its radius of curvature rc. For convenience the radius of curvature is often
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expressed as curvature r−1
c = 1/rc which follows the expression developed in [61]

r−1
c =

6Em (1− vp)
Ep (1− vm)

tm
t2p

(αp − αm) ∆Tp, (4.2)

where ∆Tp is the change in temperature, and material properties Young’s modulus

E, Poisson’s Ratio v, and thickness t are displayed with subscripts p and m cor-

responding to polysilicon and the metal coating, respectively. This equation is a

modified version of the Stoney equation [66] which relates stress to curvature as-

suming tm << ts. As temperature increases, the metal expands faster than the

polysilicon causing stress in the mirror plate to become more compressive. This

leads to elastic deformation, which is reversible upon removal of the heat source. As

the temperature continues to increase, the stress in the metal will reach a point where

it relaxes through thermally activated grain boundary relaxation [62]. This stress

regime induces plastic deformation where the curvature remains relatively constant

with increasing temperature, as the intrinsic stress of the polysilicon dominates the

shape of the mirror. Once the device begins to cool, the curvature tracks back along

the same slope defined by the difference in the CTE of the polysilicon and metal as

described in equ. 4.2. If the stress in the metal remains in the elastic regime during

the thermal cycle, it has been shown that curvature of the mirror returns to its initial

state after over 1000 thermal cycles before the curvature begins to drift [67]. Once

the stress moves into the plastic regime during heating, the curvature will follow a

different path on the curvature-temperature plot upon cooling back to the starting

temperature [59, 68]. While subsequent heating cycles will require a higher tempera-

ture to move into plastic deformation, the curvature (or stress) at which this occurs

remains the same [69]. The onset of plastic deformation occurs at different stresses

for different coatings and depends strongly on the material properties of the metal.

In many cases, the resulting curvature after thermal cycling will be significantly
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different than the initial curvature.

4.2.2 Measurement Method

For most optical MEMS laser applications, the curvature of the mirror needs to

remain consistent across the operational power range. A change in the optical power

could lead to a change in mirror temperature as seen in equ. 4.1 which alters the

curvature of the device according to equ. 4.2. Because a curved mirror acts as a

lens with focal length fm = rc/2, this change modifies the focusing power of the

device. The optical system presented in this article quantifies this change in focusing

power by measuring the shifts in the reflected Gaussian beam waist location and

determining the curvature of the mirror in real-time. Fig. 4.7 shows a schematic of

the system. When a focused beam with a waist wm is positioned on a flat MEMS

mirror, the reflected beam waist wm shares its location at the MEMS mirror with

the incident beam. After traveling through the first lens positioned a focal length f1

away from the MEMS mirror, the new beam waist w1 is located at the focal plane

of the lens. When the mirror is not flat, its curvature moves the location of beam

waist wm away from the MEMS mirror. The beam waist position after the first lens

now deviates from the focal plane by δ1 = −f 2
1 /fm = −2f 2

1 /rc according to Gaussian

beam propagation formulas. A telescope with a magnification of M = f3/f2 is used

to increase the working distance for beam characterization and magnify δ1 by M2.

Accounting for a possible initial misalignment of the beam waist to the MEMS mirror

δo, the beam waist shift δ3 from the final lens’s focal plane becomes

δ3 = −
(
f1f3

f2

)2 [(
δo

δ2
o + z2

R

)
+

2

rc

]
, (4.3)
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of measurement system. Curvature of the MEMS mirror
causes the Gaussian beam waist location to shift δ1 away from the focal plane of
the first lens. A telescope is then used to magnify the shift to δ3 = (f3/f2)2 δ1. By
tracking the change in the beam waist location, the curvature of the MEMS mirror
can be measured in real-time.

where zR = πw2
m/λ is the Rayleigh length of the beam at the MEMS mirror. Focusing

only on the change in δ3 eliminates the dependence on δo so,

∆δ3 = −2

(
f1f3

f2

)2

∆
1

rc
. (4.4)

Using this optical system, the effect of optical power on the mirror’s curvature can

be explored by measuring ∆δ3.

4.2.3 Experiment

The MEMS mirrors (Fig. 4.5(b)) are fabricated by MEMSCAP, Inc. using their

PolyMUMPS process. Each mirror consists of a 3.5 µm thick polysilicon mirror

plate and torsional springs. The mirror plate has a radius of 100 µm while the

springs have dimensions of 5 × 10 µm. Both mirror and springs are positioned 2

µm above the substrate electrodes. For the reflective metal film, the mirrors are

coated with either a 70 nm thick Al layer or an 80 nm Au layer on top of a 3 nm

Cr seed layer. To enable removal of the sacrificial oxide layers after fabrication,
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the mirror plate was designed with etched holes. Print-through patterns formed by

the conformal deposition of the polysilicon layers over the substrate electrodes are

also visible on the mirror surface. While these features reduce mirror reflectance

through increased light scattering, they have little impact on the thermal dissipation

properties or stress induced curvature.

The optical system shown in Fig. 4.7 is used to examine the change in curvature

of the MEMS mirror. In order to provide sufficient optical power for the experiment,

a frequency doubled, 5 W 532 nm Nd:YVO4 laser is used to illuminate the mirrors.

To track the beam waist location, a beam profiler is used to sample the beam width

at eight locations along the beam path after lens f3. The relative waist location δ3

is extracted from the fit to the data [70]. The optics and initial beam parameters

are chosen to maximize ∆δ3, while ensuring that the beam waist remains within the

detector area and providing enough room to easily scan a full Rayleigh length of

the beam before and after the final waist location. With these design requirements,

lenses are selected with focal lengths f1 = 10 cm, f2 = 50 cm, and f3 = 20 cm along

with an initial beam waist at the MEMS mirror of wm = 40 µm. In this system the

measured beam waist after the last lens is approximately 170 µm, corresponding to

a Rayleigh length of 17 cm < f3 at the operational wavelength of 532 nm.

To calibrate the system, an initial radius of curvature measurement of the MEMS

mirror is taken with a non-contact interferometric optical profiler (Zygo NewView

5000) as the mirror is heated with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). The MEMS sample

is mounted on a copper block with thermally conductive silver paste to ensure a

consistent temperature between the copper and micromirror. The copper block is

then attached to the hot side of the TEC with a thermal epoxy. A thermocouple is

used to monitor the temperature of the copper block which is estimated to be the

same as the micromirror. Then, the temperature is allowed to stabilize for 20 minutes

before each measurement is taken. The radius of curvature of the mirror is taken
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Figure 4.8: (a) Cross-sectional plots of a mirror and spherical fits orthogonal and
parallel to the AoR. Orthogonal to the AoR, the fit has a curvature of 11.8 m−1 while
along the AoR the curvature is 9.5 m−1. (b) The spherical fit is subtracted from the
measured profile to show deviation from a spherical surface.

from a spherical fit to the mirror’s profile. Fig. 4.8(a) shows cross-sectional profiles

parallel and perpendicular to the AoR as well as the spherical fits in those directions

while (b) plots the deviation from an ideal sphere by subtracting the fit from the data.

Because the springs act to fix the edges of the mirror in one direction, the mirror

experiences a slightly different curvature along the AoR (9.5 m−1) as compared to

the orthogonal direction (11.8 m−1). While both directions were monitored in this

experiment, for simplicity, only the data orthogonal to the AoR are reported. As the

mirror gets flatter, the fit becomes less accurate but maintains an error of < 1 nm

rms.

Next, a second sample with the same device properties is placed in the optical

system and heated with the TEC in the same manner to measure the relationship

between ∆δ3 and temperature. Using (4.4) to convert ∆δ3 to r−1
c , the data from

the optical profilometer measurement are compared with the data obtained in the

optical system. When r−1
c is plotted as a function of temperature for the two data
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sets, the initial slopes are shown to be equal, indicating proper alignment of the

system. Once the optical system alignment is verified, the MEMS mirror is heated

by the Nd:YVO4 laser. By tracking ∆δ3 and using the relationship between ∆δ3 and

temperature obtained in the calibration measurements, the temperature, r−1
c , and

∆δ3 for a range of laser powers can be measured.

4.2.4 Results and Discussion

The thermal cycling results obtained in the first measurement with the optical pro-

filometer are shown in Fig. 4.9 where concave curvatures are expressed with positive

values of r−1
c . As predicted by (4.2), the initial slopes of the Au (triangles) and Al

(circles) data are proportional to the differences in the CTE between the polysilicon

and the metal films. The onset of plastic deformation happens at a fixed curva-

ture (or stress) value. With a flatter initial curvature, a mirror under increasing

heat will reach this point at a lower temperature than a mirror that begins more

curved. Therefore, in order to stay within the elastic deformation regime, flatter

mirrors must stay under a lower maximum temperature than mirrors with a larger

initial curvature (Fig. 4.9). The filled points on the plots display data from relatively

flat samples that moved beyond the elastic regime and into the plastic deformation

regime. When these samples are cooled, the cooling path is shifted from the heating

trajectory. The open points show separate samples that begin with a larger initial

curvature. Since these mirrors never reach the threshold curvature (or stress) where

metal relaxation (and therefore plastic deformation) begins, they follow the same

path back through the curvature-temperature space when cooled. Relaxation for the

Al samples begins with a slight change in the slope at a curvature of about −5 m−1

and reaches a plateau just below −10 m−1. The Au coated mirrors have a transition

between the elastic and plastic regime at about 2 m−1.

Using the optical system shown in Fig. 4.7, data for the Au and Al MEMS mirror
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Figure 4.9: Radius of curvature measurement taken with an optical interferometer
during a thermal cycle for Au (top) and Al (bottom) metal coatings. The filled data
points indicate a mirror that has experienced plastic deformation and returns to a
different curvature than where it began. The open data points show a different mirror
that remains in the elastic regime and therefore returns to the initial curvature after
cooling.

coatings are collected as the mirror is heated with optical power (Fig. 4.10(a) and

4.10(b), respectively). The Au sample starts with a curvature of 10 m−1 and plateaus

at 2 m−1 with 55 mW of incident optical power corresponding to a temperature of

about 60◦C. After bringing the power back down to µW levels, the mirror features a

different curvature than before the power ramping cycle. The Al sample has a higher

reflectance at this wavelength and can tolerate larger amounts of optical power since

a smaller percentage of incident power is absorbed. The transition point for the Al

sample occurs at about 125 mW when the curvature is at −2 m−1. Both the Au

and Al results follow the trends shown in Fig. 4.9. The relationship between the
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temperature and optical power fits very well with the model given in (4.1). For Au

with a measured reflectance of 74% at 532 nm, the model predicts that temperatures

of 35◦, 50◦, and 65◦C will require 13, 37, and 62 mW of incident power, respectively.

The model for the Al mirrors which have a measured reflectance of 90% (slightly

lower than the theoretical value of 92 shown in Fig. 4.6) shows temperatures of 40◦,

50◦, and 60◦C developing under 55, 97, and 139 mW of incident power.

The amount of beam waist shift a system can tolerate depends on the applica-

tion. For illustration purposes, the following set of requirements are targeted for the

mirror performance: 1) the mirror should operate in the elastic deformation regime

to maintain operational consistency, 2) the mirror must have a surface flatness of

λ/20 or better during operation1, and 3) the change in the beam waist location is

required to be less than 20% of the Rayleigh length at the output. The transition

to the plastic deformation regime is indicated in Figs. 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) with a

horizontal dashed line. The range corresponding to the required surfaces flatness

for 532 nm is represented by the shaded portion on the plots. By stress engineering

the metal deposition process, the initial curvature can be controlled to provide the

targeted surface flatness. This does little to alter the stress at which the elastic

deformation transitions into the plastic regime. As a result, the horizontal dashed

lines on the plots will not shift, so the shaded region is not extended beyond the

elastic regime. Ignoring lens aberrations, the ratio of beam waist shift to Rayleigh

length only depends on the change in the curvature and the Rayleigh length at the

MEMS mirror (∆δ3/b3 = −2zR∆r−1
c ). With a beam waist of 40 µm, the system can

tolerate a change in r−1
c of almost 11 m−1. Given these constraints, the Au mirror

can tolerate approximately 40 mW of optical power at 532 nm while the Al mirror

can handle 125 mW.

1 The metric λ/10 is commonly used to describe surface flatness for macro-size precision optics.
Because of the micro-sized optics here, a more aggressive metric of λ/20 is suggested.
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Figure 4.10: Curvature (beam waist shift) plotted versus optical power (temper-
ature obtained from calibration data) for (a) Au metal coating and (b) Al coating.
The horizontal dashed lines indicate the transition between the elastic and plastic
deformation regimes while the shaded area above the lines shows the λ/20 flatness
region in the elastic regime for λ = 532 nm. The Au coatings are able to dissipate
enough heat generated at 40 mW of laser power to stay in the elastic regime. The
Al can handle up to 125 mW before plastic deformation occurs.
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There are several techniques that could be employed to improve the amount of

power the mirrors can tolerate. The first technique is to increase the reflectance of the

mirror to minimize absorption. This can be done through the use of high reflectance

multilayer coatings, utilizing other metals with higher reflectance such as silver, or by

operating at a more desirable wavelength. For wavelengths beyond 800 nm which are

useful in neutral atom QIP, Au has excellent reflectance, reaching 99% in the infrared.

With this level of reflectance, the model predicts these mirrors could handle close

to 1 W of optical power. A second technique is to use ion implantation of dopants

into the mirror coating to minimize the temperature dependence of curvature [71].

A third technique is to package the MEMS mirrors in helium gas. Since helium has

higher thermal conductivity (0.142 W/m·K) compared to air (0.024 W/m·K), the

maximum power tolerances is increased by about a factor of 6 at the same pressure.

In the ultraviolet wavelength range relevant for trapped ion QIP (280 – 450

nm), the best metal coating is achieved by Al (≤ 90%). Due to limited reflectance,

optical powers of 100 mW or less can be handled with these mirrors under ambient

conditions. Another consideration for the QIP application is operating pressure.

Atomic implementations of qubits require ultra high vacuum environments (∼ 10−11

Torr). Operating these beam steering mirrors in this condition becomes impractical

due to lack of damping that leads to mirror oscillation and reduced conductive heat

dissipation. Because of this, the mirrors should remain outside the vacuum chamber.

4.3 Stability

The optical field strength as seen by the qubit is an important component in deter-

mining the gate times and fidelities. While a consistent, known variation of intensity

from one atom to another can be accounted and calibrated for, intensity fluctuations

at a single qubit site can destroy gate fidelities. Intensity variations at one qubit

site can arise in several different ways, including, but not limited, to laser power
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fluctuations, drift of the laser position with respect to the qubit, or laser phase shifts

when the qubit rests in a standing wave field. The two methods of concern in the

MEMS beam steering system are the laser position drift (pointing stability) and the

laser phase shifts (phase stability). Any fluctuation in the motion of the mirror can

lead to instability in the laser intensity as seen by the atom. The stability of the

beam must be controlled to much less than the size of the beam waist, in the case

of pointing stability and much less than the wavelength of the laser, in the case of

phase stability.

To measure MEMS mirror fluctuations on a scale smaller than a nanometer, an

interferometric measurement system was developed. The system is designed to be

sensitive to path length difference created by mechanical thermal noise in the tilt

(pointing) and sag (phase) of the MEMS mirror. Careful consideration of the noise

source in the measurement system is required to maintain this level of sensitivity.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

The measurement setup utilizes a Michelson interferometer to detect small changes

in optical path length induced by the micromirror. Figure 4.11 shows a schematic

of the setup. A single mode 780 nm fiber coupled laser is directed to a 50/50 beam

splitter. Half of the light is sent toward the MEMS device in the sample arm of

the interferometer and the other half onto a standard mirror in the reference arm.

The light in the sample arm is focused by a 50 mm focal length lens to a beam

waist of 15 µm at the MEMS mirror. The MEMS mirrors have radii of 130 µm

and torsional resonant frequencies in the range of 100 to 150 kHz. They are housed

inside a vacuum chamber to control the damping. Light in the reference arm of the

interferometer travels through a separate 50 mm focal length lens before reflecting

off the standard flat mirror. This mirror is mounted on a kinematic mount with a

piezoelectric actuator to tune the optical path length. The lights from the two arms
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Figure 4.11: MEMS mirror stability measurement system schematic. (a) Optical
setup using a Michelson interferometer. (b) Shifting the reflection point on the
MEMS mirror for sensitivity in the torsional mode.

recombine on the beam splitter before a final focusing lens images the reflection from

both the MEMS and reference mirror onto the detector. The optical intensity at the

detector, assuming no losses, is defined by the standard interference equation [72]:

Idet =
1

2
Iopt

(
1 + cos

(
2πdopt
λ

))
, (4.5)

where the total optical intensity leaving the fiber is Iopt, and dopt is the path length

difference between the reference and sample arms.

The sagging mode of the laser changes the path length in the sample arm by

slightly shifting the reflection point along the direction of propagation. The torsional

motion induces a tilt in the sample arm beam path, but in an ideal system, the

additional path length accrued in free space due to a tilted beam path is compensated
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for by a reduction in optical path length through the lens. Therefore, the laser is

aligned at a distance of rl ≈ 0.75R from the center of the micromirror so that when

tilted at a small angle, the mirror introduces a shift in the optical path length 2rlθ.

The sensitivity of the system can be characterized by a single term that represents

the change in optical power per unit displacement (εθ for the tilting motion and εz

for z motion):

εθ = −
(

2πrl
λ

)
sin

(
φi +

4πrlθ

λ

)
(4.6)

εz = −
(

2π

λ

)
sin

(
φi +

4πz

λ

)
(4.7)

where φi is the initial phase difference between the overlapping beams. If the inter-

ferometer is aligned halfway between maximal constructive and destructive interfer-

ence, the sensitivity is maximized (φi = π/2). Assuming rlθ,z << λ, εθ reduces to

−(2πri)/λ, and εz to −(2π)/λ).

The optical power fluctuations are detected with a photodiode circuit. The circuit

utilizes a high-speed photodiode, high pass current filter, and a transimpedence am-

plifier. The current from the photodiode encounters a simple resistor-capacitor filter

that sends low frequency components (< 1 kHz) through a load resistor to ground,

and the high frequency components through the amplifier. This removes low fre-

quency noise components from the measurement like floor vibrations, air currents,

and optical mount stability. The low frequency signal is fed into a proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) controller to stabilize the operating condition of the inter-

ferometer at φi = π/2. The high frequency signal is boosted with a transimpedence

amplifier using a feedback resistor gain of Rf = 2 kΩ.
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4.3.2 Noise Sources

The main noise source responsible for fluctuations in the mirror motion is Johnson

or thermal noise. The thermal noise in a mechanical system arises from the random

vibrations of particles in the surrounding medium [73]. The power spectral density

of this force is given by the following:

F̃ 2(w) = 4kBTeD, (4.8)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the temperature of the environment, and D

is the damping coefficient. Taking the Fourier transform of the damped harmonic

oscillator given in equ. 3.1, inserting equ. 4.8, and solving for the angular power

spectral density Θ̃2(w), the mirror’s response to thermal noise sources follows

Θ̃2(w) =
4kBTe
wθQκ

1(
w/wθ
Q

)2

+
(
1− (w/wθ)

2)2
, (4.9)

where Q = wθI/D. The above equation can be simplified for the following cases

Θ̃2(w = wθ) =
4Q
√
I

κ3/2
kBTe (4.10)

Θ̃2(w << wθ) =
4
√
I

Qκ3/2
kBTe. (4.11)

At a constant temperature with increasing Q, the noise power spectrum becomes

concentrated into frequencies near the mechanical resonance. In systems with Q ∼ 1,

the noise is spread across the spectrum, falling off after the mechanical resonance.

A 150 kHz mirror at room temperature with a measured Q = 100 should experience

angular fluctuations on resonance of 1.06 µrad across a 1 MHz bandwidth. When

the system Q falls to 1, the fluctuations drop to 10 nanorad. The sagging motion in

similar conditions is expected to be 60 pm for Q = 100 and 0.6 pm for Q = 1.
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In systems involving the detection of photons, shot noise and electrical detector

noise are present. Shot noise is defined by the statistical fluctuations in the arrival

of photons at the detector. The fluctuations in photon arrivals lead to fluctuations

in detected current i. This process is defined by a Poisson distribution where the

current noise spectral density is given as

Ĩ2(w) = 2qi = 2q (χPopt) , (4.12)

where q = 1.60× 10−19 coulombs is the charge of a single electron, χ is the detector

responsivity, and Popt is the optical power.

The detection circuit amplifies the signal but also introduces additional sources

of noise at the output, such as amplifier voltage, current noise, and resistor Johnson

noise. To minimize the contributions of amplifier and resistor noise sources, compo-

nents are carefully selected to make them negligible compared to shot and thermal

noise. Ignoring these contributions, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the torsional

case becomes

SNR =

(
εθΘ̃ (χPopt)Rf

)2

2q (χPopt)R2
f

=

(
εθΘ̃
)2

(χPopt)

2q
. (4.13)

Since the SNR improves linearly with Pout, the more light at the detector, the more

sensitive the experiment becomes. For the numbers discussed above, the experimen-

tal operating power was chosen to be Popt = 1.5 mW, giving a torsional mode SNR

in the range of 2000 and a z motion SNR of about 1000.

4.3.3 Results

To verify the quality of the interferometer, the position of the reference mirror is

scanned while alignment is optimized to achieve visibilities > 95%. The PID con-

troller is set to maintain the interferometer alignment at φi = π/2. The detector

signal spectrum is then taken with various DC biases on the MEMS mirror. Figure
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4.12(a) shows a plot for the noise spectrum of a 140 kHz mirror in vacuum at V = 0,

120, and 150 Volts, while (b) shows the same mirror at atmospheric pressure with

the same voltages. As the voltages increase and the mirror tilts to larger angles, the

overlap of the reference and sample arm lights reduces. Therefore, sensitivity of the

interferometer declines, and the peak heights get smaller. The baseline noise floor in

Fig. 4.12(a) stays the same and corresponds to the shot noise level of the laser. Each

sharp peak in a single spectrum represents the mirror’s thermal noise at a different

operating mode, where the first two are the torsional and sagging modes, respec-

tively. In Fig. 4.12(b), the Q of the system is reduced, and the thermal energy of the

mirror is distributed across the frequency space before the response is supressed at

≈ 400 kHz. However, some of the thermal energy remains visible around the higher

order resonances.

Another interesting result, clearly visible in Fig. 4.12(a), is the effect of electro-

static spring softening. As discussed in section 3.1.1, increasing the voltage and tilt

angle of the mirror causes the resonant frequency to drop due to the nonlinearity of

the electrostatic driving torque. Figure 4.13 shows the measured torsional resonant

frequencies across several voltages for mirrors with initial resonances at 140 and 99

kHz. The solid line shows the electrostatic softening theory which closely follows the

data.

4.3.4 Summary

The optically controlled quantum gates require high levels of laser stability from

the MEMS beam steering system. It is necessary to have pointing stability small

compared to the beam waist size and path length stability small compared to the

wavelength. Using a shot noise limited interferometer, the mirror stability was found

to be limited by thermal noise on the time scale of these experiments ( 100 µs). The

normal operating fluctuations due to this noise are estimated to be on the order of
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Figure 4.12: Voltage noise spectrum representing motional stability of a 140 kHz
MEMS mirror. Each trace represents the spectrum at a different voltage bias. Plot
(a), taken at a pressure of 5 Torr and Q = 100,the torsional mode (black arrows) and
sagging mode (orange arrows) resonances are indicated for biases of V = 0 (right),
V = 120 (middle), and 150 Volts (left).For the plot in (b), the Q decreases to 1.25
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The dashed black line the bottom of both plots represents the shot noise limit of the
experiment.
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10 nrad for the torsional mode and 0.6 pm for the sagging mode across a 1 MHz

bandwidth.

4.4 Reliability

Mirror characterization has exposed a small number of failure modes. The underlying

causes of the observed failures stem from electrically related design or packaging

issues that resulted either in permanent shorting of the device or physical damage

to the layers within the device structure. Failure mode analysis was performed, and

reliability experiments were run to investigate and improve design robustness. Simple

design modifications were used to address the electrical shorting issues, while device

packaging extended operational lifetimes.

The first observed failure mechanism presented as a solid electrical short between

the grounded substrate and the mirrors actuation electrode (which lies on top of the
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grounded substrate, separated by a silicon nitride layer). Removal of the mirror plate

revealed that the polysilicon had locally melted at a spot on a portion of the electrode

farthest from the center of the mirror. In addition, the nitride layer surrounding the

melted area had been damaged. Due to the location of this anomalous damaged area,

it was suspected that the mirror plate had either somehow deformed enough to make

contact with the electrode [Fig. 4.14(a)] or something had provided a conducting

path, resulting in a large current flow. Carefully controlled experiment and failure

mode analysis revealed that under a large, prolonged applied voltage, the assumed

rigid mirror plate could tilt, as well as sufficiently deform to contact the biased

electrode. It is speculated that the resulting current locally heated the structure

at that point causing the polysilicon and insulating nitride layer to melt to form

a permanent short to the substrate [Fig. 4.14(b)]. While the original mirror plate

design included a structural stop that was intended to prevent shorting between a

rigid mirror plate and the actuation electrode, recent designs with increasingly stiff

torsional springs render the rigid mirror plate assumption incorrect. With the mirror

plate deforming under actuation, the designed stop no longer prevented shorting to

the actuation electrode. The problem was addressed by adding an additional stop

under the mirror plate that contacted the ground electrode well before the mirror

plate could short to the actuation electrode [Fig. 4.14(c)]. This correction eliminated

the undesired shorting with minimal effect on the snapdown angle.

The second observed failure mechanism also affected the nitride layer. The prob-

lem arises when the device is subjected to large electrical fields for prolonged periods

of time without any electrical shorting. In this case, fixed ground electrodes were

observed to deform upward, by slow continued “pulling action.” The nitride breaks

from the polysilicon as it curls toward the mirror plate, as shown in Fig. 4.15, even-

tually making enough progress to contact the mirror plate and force it to tilt in

the opposite direction. This type of failure is attributed to anodic oxidation of the
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Figure 4.14: (a) The grounded mirror plate distorts enough at high tilt angles to
contact the negatively biased electrode creating a short. (b) Current flows between
contact points melting the polysilicon and nitride layer, and creating a permanent
short to the substrate (c) Newer designs position a stop closer to to the electrode to
prevent contact.

polysilicon [74]. Anodic oxidation of polysilicon occurs when leakage current between

isolated electrodes exists in a humid environment. The leakage current draws hydrox-

ide ions (OH−) from the moisture between the electrodes toward the higher potential

polysilicon. The OH− react with the polysilicon to form silicon dioxide (SiO2). It

is speculated that formation of SiO2 at the high potential polysilicon-nitride inter-

face weakens the bond between the two layers, allowing the electrode to slowly peel
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Figure 4.15: Anodic oxidation failure of polysilicon electrodes. Higher potential
ground electrodes oxidize and begin to peel away from the insulating nitride layer.

away due to stresses in the SiO2/polysilicon bilayer [75]. The peeling exposes clean

polysilicon that, in turn, oxidizes and begins to pull away. Eventually, enough of

the electrode has delaminated to crash into other structures, causing device failure.

The effects of this process accelerates exponentially with increasing relative humid-

ity and linearly with electrical field strength [76]. Therefore, proper packaging in a

dry environment can significantly reduce anodic oxidation and increase the device’s

lifetime to years or decades [74].

Another failure mechanism arises from particulates in the air and those left on

the sample after processing. Because particulates tend to have an overall positive

charge (being dielectric in nature), dust particles are attracted to negative voltages,

which may be used in the biasing/actuating scheme. Even with a positive biasing

scheme, there is a chance that a particulate can travel into the space near the mirror

plate and cause undesirable effects. For these reasons, significant effort should be

devoted to proper packaging techniques for these devices.

To investigate some of the device failure mechanisms, a reliability experiment was
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used to determine the average lifetime of MEMS mirrors in two similar devices: one

unpackaged device and one hermetically packaged device. In each test, eight mirrors

were continuously biased with either a constant voltage or a 50% duty-cycle-square-

wave voltage at a frequency of 250 Hz (speed limited by control electronics). Of the

four mirrors that were held at a constant voltage, two of those mirrors were held at

an angle smaller than the snap down angle (with applied voltage V < Vsnap), the

other two were biased to the maximum physical angle (V > Vsnap). The mirrors with

voltages less than Vsnap where within 10 Volts of snapdown while the other mirrors

were set at several Volts over snapdown. The same was done for the mirrors driven

by the square wave. The mirrors’ tilt angles were then periodically monitored by

measuring the shift of the reflected laser beam with a PSD. The lab environment the

tests were performed in was not carefully controlled. Fluctuation in temperature,

humidity, floor vibrations, and room air currents could contribute to the performance

or lifetime degradation of the devices.

The performance of an unpackaged device was compared with that of a device

covered with a glass window and sealed in a dry nitrogen environment with ultraviolet

curable optical epoxy (Norland Optical Adhesive 61). The simple epoxy packaging

method enables more control over the operating environment, but there are a few

concerns with this method. The quality of the seal created by the epoxy is unknown

and difficult to verify with current capabilities. It is also not known what effect

epoxy has on the mirror, both in short and long term operation. Previous packaging

attempts using a different epoxy resulted in corrosion of the Al mirror coatings. After

some investigation and discussion with the epoxy manufacturer, this corrosion was

attributed to outgassing of a weak organic acid from the epoxy. To remove concerns

associated with the epoxy, the devices can be enclosed in an inert, seam sealed

package. While steps are being taken to acquire the resources needed to perform

this type of packaging, current capabilities restrict the packaging process to the UV
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Table 4.2: Summary of reliability test results

Voltage → Constant Constant Sq. Wave Sq. Wave
V > Vsnap V < Vsnap V > Vsnap V < Vsnap

Unpackaged 34 hr. 48 hr.
>378 hr. >378 hr.
>340 mil. cycles >340 mil. cycles

Epoxy
775 hr. 806 hr.

>1400 hr. >1860 hr.
Packaged >1260 mil. cycles >1650 mil. cycles

epoxy packaging solution.

While the packaging method used in this test is not optimal, it is clear that the

performance of the packaged device is significantly better than that of the unpackaged

device, as shown in Table 4.2. Unpackaged samples survived between 1 and 15 days

of continuous use, compared to 32 to 76 days for the packaged devices. In both cases,

the anodic oxidation appears to be the failure mechanism. The mirrors driven with

a square wave experienced the leakage current for half the time of the mirrors held

at a constant voltage and, consequently, show longer operational times. Based on

these observations, it is anticipated that with a more appropriate packaging process,

the lifetime of the devices will be further extended.

4.5 System Level Performance

4.5.1 Steering Range

For a single beam system, intensity profile measurements at a wavelength of 780

nm were taken at the Fourier plane prior to spot size demagnification in a system.

The beam waist at the 100 µm radius MEMS mirror was measured at 45 µm. A 50

mm focal length spherical mirror was used in the folded imaging subsystem, and a

Fourier lens of ff = 40 mm converted the tilted beam path to a shift after traveling

through 1-to-1 relay optics. Fig. 4.16 shows three shifted laser locations within the

5×5 array (a) and the shifted intensity profiles of five neighboring locations (b). All

25 positions were addressed with stable intensity profiles. The shifted laser profiles
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Figure 4.16: (a) Three spots within 5×5 addressing array. (b) Intensity profile of
five neighboring positions. Dashed line displays the 1/e2 point.

demonstrate a complete beam diameter shift to neighboring locations and peak to

peak distances of twice the output beam waist.

We measured peak intensity variations among lattice locations of < 5%. Optical

simulation of the system showed intensity variations of ∼ 3%, indicating small room

for improvement. These intensity variations should not adversely affect the qubit

manipulation, as the effect of the variations can be compensated for by adjusting the

duration of the beam interaction with the atoms for each site.

The optical throughput of the system suffers mainly from losses in reflectivity

from the MEMS mirrors and stray reflections from a package window used in this

setup. The Al coating used on the mirror has a dip in reflectivity around 780nm

(< 80% measured) . We measured optical power throughput of the system of 43% for

a single bounce system and 24% for a double bounce system. The mirror reflectivity

can be enhanced to > 90% with an optimized coating, which will allow > 50% system

throughput for the double bounce system shown in Fig. 2.5.

For the functional demonstration of a two beam system, we used separate wave-

lengths of 780 and 635 nm with a Au reflective coating to improve system throughput.
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The MEMS mirrors were positioned 2h = 9 mm away from one another and had a

radius of 75 µm. A 50 mm spherical mirror imaged the 37 µm beam waist between

the mirrors in a double bounce configuration. A 1-to-1 relay telescope brought the

laser from the folded imaging subsystem to a 40 mm Fourier lens. Figure 4.17 shows

the Gaussian beam data collected at the Fourier plane for a system with a vertical

mirror offset of v = 0.25 mm. The top plots show beam intensity data taken for

several different locations overlaid onto the same plot for both 635 nm (left) and 780

nm (right) wavelengths. The lower plots show intensity profiles as the beams shift

across a row of the array. This plot demonstrates a complete beam waist shift to ad-

dress five adjacent locations. With an optical coating that was better than that used

in the previous single beam experiment, we measured > 40% system throughput for

both wavelengths in double bounce configuration.
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Figure 4.17: Gaussian beam profile data for 635 nm (left) and 780 nm (right) in
a system with vertical mirror separation of v = 0.25. (a) Random beam intensity
data overlaid on the same set of axes showing addressability of the 5× 5 array. (b)
Intensity profile data indicating a complete beam waist shift to neighboring location.
The dashed red line indicates the 1/e2 level.

In addition to the system with v = 0.25 mm, we characterized a system with
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v = 2.0 mm to compare the intensity variations between the two systems and the

simulation results. For the v = 2.0 mm, the peak intensity variation among the

lattice sites is < 12% for both wavelengths. This matches well with the simulated

results. When the two beam system was implemented with v = 0.25 mm, the peak

intensity variations decreased as expected. The simulated intensity variation among

the mirror tilt configurations was 3.5%, while we saw < 9% for both wavelengths

in the system. The discrepancies in simulation and experimental results arise from

print-throughs and etch hole features as well as the slight deformation of the MEMS

mirror plates during high voltage actuation. While the mirror remains flat at its

unactuated state, the strong torsional force and larger spring constant cause the

mirror to bow at large tilt angles, leading to peak intensity variations.

With the introduction of the “U”-shaped electrode design, the angular range of

the mirror could be increased without a significant increase in the required voltage.

This expanded the beam steering range, allowing the system to address a 7×7 lattice.

As the range gets larger, the beam path begins to be clipped by the edge mirrors

used to bring the laser into and out of the folded imaging subsystem. This limits

the addressable range to seven positions in the plane along the horizontal direction

defined by the MEMS mirror separation h. The orthogonal steering direction is not

limited and could address N = 9 locations with some of our larger tilt angle mirrors

at shorter wavelengths, giving a maximum addressable range of 7× 9 at 635 nm.

4.5.2 Optical Characterization

To investigate the effect of print-through patterns on the reflected beam, a single

mode fiber filtered laser is measured after a single reflection from the micromirror.

The incident beam size at the 75 µm radius micromirror is varied, and the reflected

beam is measured after passing through a lens position a focal length away at a

Fourier plane of the mirror. In order to capture the intensity pattern several orders
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of magnitude below the Gaussian beam peak, multiple measurements are taken using

different optical attenuation levels. Data representing saturated pixels are replaced

with the same pixels from measurements taken at higher attenuation levels that were

properly scaled to account for reduced optical power levels at the detector. The beam

profile data for a 41 µm beam waist are shown in a log plot of the intensity in Fig.

4.18(a). The worst geometry in terms of optical performance comes from the “D”-

shaped electrode. The print-through line down the center of the mirror plate creates

a diffraction pattern orthogonal to direction to the print-through line. The deviation

from a Gaussian profile has an intensity that is only 20 dB down from the main

peak. The “C” and “U”-shaped electrodes have very similar performance. This is

because the main electrode parameter contributing to unwanted reflection patterns

is β due to its proximity to the center of the mirror, which both geometries share. As

β gets smaller, moving the print-through patterns closer to the more intense central

portion of the Gaussian beam, the resulting diffraction rings grow in intensity, and

get pushed farther out.

As the Gaussian beam propagates away from the Fourier plane, Fraunhofer

diffraction turns the reflected beam back into an image of the MEMS mirror. While a

Fourier transform of the beam reflected off the MEMS mirror pushes all of the higher

spatial frequency components, related to print-through patterns and etch holes, to

the outside, Fraunhofer diffraction brings these unwanted artifacts back. This hap-

pens over the distance of many Rayleigh lengths, but when the laser is very tightly

focused (15 µm), the mirror image can be seen only a few millimeters beyond the

Fourier plane. Any misalignment of the Fourier plane to the qubit lattice or a 3

dimensional lattice of sufficient depth can bring these artifacts to the qubit sites.

The only way to solve this problem is to eliminate the etch holes and print-through

patterns which can be accomplished by using an SOI mirror plate [Fig. 4.18(b)].

The surface roughness of the reflector can lead to scattering losses which not
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Figure 4.18: (a) Log intensity profiles of a laser with a waist of 41 µm reflecting
off 75 µm radius mirrors with different electrode geometries printed onto the mirror
plate. Starting from the left, the plots show the reflected beam quality from a mirror
plate with no electrodes; “D”-shape electrode with δ = 0.6; “C”-shape electrode
with α = 0.2, β = 0.3, and δ = 0.6; and “C”-shape electrode with α = 0.2, β = 0.5,
and δ = 0.8. (b) Reflection from a laser with waist 60 µm off a 150 µm radius SOI
mirror plate. The ideal Gaussian profiles are plotted in red. The vertical dashed
lines indicate twice the beam waist on either side of the peak intensity.

only reduces system throughput, but also increase the optical power at neighboring

lattice locations. While SOI mirror plates have very smooth surfaces, the polysilicon

based PolyMUMPS and SUMMiT processes are comparatively rough. The effect

from roughness is more significant at shorter wavelengths. For surfaces where the

rms roughness Rq is significantly less than λ, the fraction of optical power scattered

outside the Gaussian profile is approximately equal to 1− e−(4πRq/λ)2 [77]. Polishing

the mirror plate can reduce the surface roughness by as much as a factor of ten as

discussed in section 3.4, decreasing optical losses due to scattering by 100. While it

is difficult to separate scattered light from the main Gaussian beam, simple power
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Figure 4.19: Optical system used to measure reflectance of a single MEMS mirror.

measurements before and after a MEMS mirror reflection can provide insight to

the reflectance of the mirror. To characterize the reflectance of different MEMS

mirror surface roughnesses, a simple 370 nm optical system shown in Fig. 4.19 was

constructed. This system uses a 200 mm focal length lens to produce a beam waist

of 30 µm at the MEMS mirror and create a beam size of 785 µm at the detector.

To begin, the reflectance of the edge mirror and the transmission of the lens were

measured. Then, an initial power measurement was taken at position 1. The reflected

beam was allowed to propagate a distance of ≈ 600 mm beyond the edge mirror

before a second power measurement was taken (position 2). By allowing the beam

to propagate longer distances before measurement, the scattered light has a chance to

separate itself from the main Gaussian profile. The scattered light is then apertured

by the active area of the power meter head (10 mm diameter). Measurements of

polished versus unpolished Al mirrors at 370 nm show noticeable improvements in

overall mirror reflectance. We measured 77±3% reflectance for an unpolished mirror

with measured rms surface roughness of 10 nm and 85±3% reflectance for a polished

mirror with rms surface roughness of 2 nm.
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5

Experimental Integration

Collaborative work with Dr. Mark Saffman’s group at the University of Wisconsin

enabled integration of the MEMS beam steering system into a neutral atom quantum

computing experiment. The system was designed and built at Duke University from

the specifications described in section 2.1. The system was then shipped to and re-

aligned in Madison, Wisconsin, where it was used to help individually manipulate

single qubits stored in 87Rb atoms.

5.1 System Design

The Wisconsin system was implemented as a double bounce system using MEMS

mirrors with a radius of R = 100 µm and resonant frequencies of wθ = 125 kHz

inside the 2f -2f folding imaging subsystem defined by a 50 mm focal length spherical

mirror. The 780 nm beam waist at the atom location was targeted to be 5 µm. While

the experimental capabilities at the time only required addressing a linear array of

five atoms, the system was designed to address a 5× 5 lattice where each atom was

separated by 10 µm. Dr. Saffman’s group provided the final projection optics which

have a demagnification of 3.64. The system built at Duke was tailored to deliver a
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beam waist of ≈ 15 µm to the object plane of the projection optics. To reach the

target beam waist of ≈ 15 µm, a short focal length Fourier lens and two telescopes

where utilized. In order to accommodate the short focal length of the Fourier lens,

the first of the two telescopes was placed between the folded imaging subsystem and

the Fourier lens. With the first lens having focal length f1 and the second f2, the

telescope magnified the beam by a factor of Mr = f2/f1. The Fourier lens (focal

length ff ) transformed the waist to

wf =
f1ff
f2

λ

πwm
(5.1)

at the Fourier plane, where wm is the beam waist targeted at the MEMS mirror. A

final telescope scaled the beam waist by Mp to

wo = Mp
f1ff
f2

λ

πwm
. (5.2)

The beam waist at the MEMS mirror was chosen to be half the radius of the MEMS

mirror and measured to be 47.5 µm. Using a stock lens catalog to select optics, the

second telescope scaling became Mp = 1/5 while the f1, f2, and ff were 100, 125,

and 19 mm, respectively. The resulting beam waist was therefore defined as 15.9

µm prior to the final projection optics and 4.4 µm at the atomic lattice. Figure 5.1

shows a schematic of the complete optical system.

The mechanical stability of previous system designs was insufficient for the ship-

ping process and operation at Wisconsin. The design needed reconsideration to

become more compact with fewer degrees of freedom. The restricted space and high

density of optics in the folded imaging subsystem was the main challenge in terms

of mechanical design. The components comprising the folded imaging subsystem

require several degrees of freedom to properly align the laser path. Figure 5.2 illus-

trates the required degrees of freedom for each component. The MEMS mirror is
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250 mm
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100 mm
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11 mm collimation lens
175 mm focusing lens

MEMS mirrors
wm = 47.5 µm

spherical mirror fs = 50 mm

Vacuum
Chamber

15.9 µm waist

wo = 4.4 µm

Figure 5.1: Layout and Design for Wisconsin system.

given the most degrees of freedom to allow devices to be easily swapped in and out.

The first edge mirror defines the initial angle with tilt about the y axis and sets the

x position for the rest of the elements. Translation along the z direction positions

the incoming laser at the edge of the mirror to provide sufficient space inside the

folded imaging subsystem. The spherical mirror only requires tilt about the y and z

axes for proper imaging. The last edge mirror must be positioned in the x direction

to couple the light out of the system without clipping light propagating between the

spherical mirror and MEMS mirrors. Adjustment in the y direction is required to

center the laser down the optical axis of the relay and projection optics. Rotation

about the y axis allows the second edge mirror to match the incident beam angle

defined by the first. Tilt about the x axis for both edge mirrors is used to maintain

proper beam height above the table.

In an effort to increase stability in the beam steering system, Thorlabs’ cage

system components were used to secure the spherical mirror and edge mirrors. A

cage was assembled around the edge mirrors to hold them in place, which was then

extended down the beam path to hold the Fourier, relay, and projection optics.

The 2” spherical mirror was mounted at a right angle to the cage in a cage system
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Figure 5.2: Degrees of freedom for each component in the 2f -2f folded imaging
subsystem.

Fiber Input

MEMS
Device

Edge Mirrors

Spherical
 Mirrors

Figure 5.3: Wisconsin beam steering system. Red line indicates laser beam path.

kinematic mount. The MEMS chip was decoupled from the cage system to enable

easy device replacement. It was secured on a kinematic mount and attached to an

xyz translation stage. Figure 5.3 shows a photograph taken of the system prior to

shipment.

Overall, the mechanical design was successful. The system survived shipping

and was easily re-aligned on site. There are a few mechanical improvements that

could be implemented in future designs. While the cage system provides stability
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for the folded imaging subsystem, it was difficult to align the downstream optics.

Future versions of the design should consider restricting the cage system to the

folded imaging subsystem. Some of the degrees of freedom in the edge mirrors can

also be transfered to other components where more space is available. Shifting the

z translation from the edge mirrors to the focusing lens and first lens of the relay

telescope will save space inside the folded imaging subsystem. This adjustment

allows the edge mirror degrees of freedom that can be achieved in a single stock

mount like Newport’s all-in-one alignment stages (model 9071) and eliminates the

need for additional compact translational stages. Future systems designed for other

collaborations and those used at Duke, will feature some of these modifications.

5.2 Individual Manipulation of Neutral Atoms

5.2.1 Experiment Description

Individual 87Rb atoms are spatially confined in far-off-resonant traps (FORTs) in an

experimental setup similar to the one described in [38]. The FORT sites are created

by a tightly focused 1064 nm laser beam split with a diffractive element into five

spots, each with a beam waist of 3.4 µm [Fig. 5.4(a)]. This produces a linear array

of five trap sites, spatially separated by 8.7 µm with a peak potential depth of ∼ 4.5

mK. The FORT sites are loaded from an atom cloud confined by a magneto-optical

trap (MOT). Loading is checked by collecting resonant fluorescence from the atoms

on an electron-multiplying, charge-coupled device camera and integrating counts

over regions of interest aligned with each of the five FORT sites. The atoms are

then Doppler cooled with the MOT beams to temperatures of 200-250 µK. Figure

5.4(b) shows an averaged fluorescence image of many single atom loading periods

with sufficient spacing to resolve individual atoms in each lattice site.

The qubit is defined by two magnetic field insensitive, hyperfine ground states

|0〉 ≡ |F = 1,mF = 0〉 and |1〉 ≡ |F = 2,mF = 0〉. Single qubit rotations between
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Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup showing the FORT beams
and the 780 nm ground state Rabi laser. (b) Averaged fluorescence image of the
five trap sites over many trap loading periods. Each site is separated by 8.7 µm.
(c) Energy level structure showing the two photon Raman transition used for single
qubit rotations. (d) Image and profile of the focused ground state Rabi laser at the
atom.

these two states are induced by a two photon Raman transition as shown in Fig.

5.4(c). This process uses a single ground state Raman laser with two frequency

components separated by the hyperfine splitting ∆ν = 6.8 GHz generated by current

modulation of a 780 nm diode laser. The laser is detuned from the 5P3/2 excited state

by ∆ = −2π×100 GHz and is circularly polarized with respect to the magnetic field

direction (z axis). It propagates through the MEMS steering system and focuses

on the central atom (site 2) when unactuated. The beam at the atom is slightly

elliptical with beam waists of wx = 5.6 µm and wy = 3.6 µm [Fig.5.4(d)].
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Figure 5.5: Rabi flopping on target atom and neighboring atom(s) when the laser
addresses sites (a)-(b) 1, (c)-(d) 2, and (e)-(f) 4. Points represent statistics across 50
different measurements of the same conditions. The solid curves are the theoretical
fits.

5.2.2 Rabi Oscillations

In our first experiment, initial states are prepared by applying a magnetic field to

split the mF energy levels and optically pumping the atoms into the |1〉 state. The

Raman laser is directed to a target atom for a duration of TΩ. The resulting state

is then measured by selectively ejecting the atoms in the |1〉 state from the trap and

detecting fluorescence from the undisturbed atoms in the |0〉 state as described in

[27].

The frequency of the ground state Rabi oscillations is given by ΩR = Ω1Ω∗2/2∆
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where the Rabi frequencies of the two laser side bands are Ω1 and Ω2, and the

detuning from the excited state ∆ is much larger than the excited state line width.

By measuring the probability of detecting the atom in the |0〉 state as a function of

the Raman laser duration TΩ, we see coherent Rabi oscillations between the two qubit

states at several of the five trap sites (Fig. 5.5). When the MEMS system targets

site 1, the atom oscillates between the qubit states at a frequency of 3.5 MHz and a

contrast of 0.97±0.04 [Fig. 5.5(a)], while the crosstalk to neighboring atoms at sites

0 and 2 shown in (b) is negligible within the experimental noise limit of the system.

Figure 5.5(c) [5.5(e)] shows the Rabi oscillation of the targeted site with a frequency

of 3.8 MHz (3.1 MHz) and contrast of 1.04±0.05 (0.98±0.04) when the MEMS system

addresses site 2 (site 4) while Rabi flopping at neighboring sites are shown in (d) [(f)].

The difference in Rabi frequencies indicates a variation in the laser intensity an atom

experiences at each of the trap sites. The intensity difference among sites arises from

the aberrations in the MEMS folded imaging system and small actuation-induced

curvature of the micromirrors, but its effects can be calibrated out by adjusting the

pulse duration at each site.

5.2.3 Switching Time

In addition to individual addressability, we examine the time it takes to switch the

beam between atoms. First, the atom at the target site is prepared in the initial

|1〉 state. Then, the MEMS system is triggered to adjust the beam path from an

initial site to the target site. After a delay of τΩ, a timed Raman laser pulse flips

the illuminated atom to the |0〉 state when τΩ is sufficiently long (π-pulse), and the

resulting state is measured. Since the π-pulse duration (∼ 140 ns) is significantly

shorter than the switching time of the MEMS system (∼ 10 µs), this measurement

should provide an accurate indication of the fraction of the π-pulse acting on the atom

for various delays τΩ, leading to the determination of the switching time. Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.6: Experimental data (points) and model (solid line) showing the prob-
ability the atom has switched from the |1〉 to the |0〉 state after a delay τΩ between
the MEMS system trigger and a π-pulse for transitions from (a) 3 → 2, (b) 4 → 2,
(c) 2→ 1, and (d) 2→ 4.

shows the probability of finding the target atom in the |0〉 state as a function of τΩ

for several configurations. When τΩ is small, the state of the atom does not make

a complete transition to the |0〉 state as the beam has not yet arrived at the target

location. After a sufficient delay, the full π-pulse impinges on the atom leading

to a complete state change. The solid lines are theoretical models generated from

independent transient measurements of the mirror tilt and the atomic transition rate

equations. The model also takes into account a uniform timing jitter distribution

in τΩ that arises from hardware limitations in the experiment (∼ 2 µs). Switching

times of 6-7 µs are measured when the MEMS system moves the laser between site

2 (center) and its neighboring sites while they increase to 10-14 µs when addressing

involves the outer sites. The switching is faster returning to site 2 as shown in Fig
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5.6 by comparing (a) and (b) with (c) and (d), respectively. Again, this is due to

electrostatic softening effect in MEMS actuation, which results in a slower response

as the MEMS system (1) addresses sites further from the center and (2) switches

from the middle site to one of the outer sites compared to when it returns to the

central site. We note that the switching time between sites can be compensated

for by pre-triggering if multiple independent beam paths are available in the MEMS

system.
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6

Future of MEMS in QIP

This chapter will examine some of the immediate future directions of the system

described in the previous chapters. This discussion will focus on important im-

provements such as moving toward faster switching mirrors and single crystal silicon

reflector plates. In addition, future applications using MEMS in QIP will be intro-

duced. Finally, the broader topic of possible laser steering architectures in full scale

quantum computing will be explored. I will speculate on the types of optical systems

needed to fully address all the qubits in a large scale quantum computer.

6.1 Future Directions

While the speed requirements on the steering system can be relaxed with the addi-

tion of more beam paths, there are circumstances in which fast settling times are

important. To provide mirrors that settle quickly under passive control, the steering

range can be traded off for speed. Looking at how the settling time scales (section

3.1.1: ts ∝ G3/R2 for ξ ≤ 1), the settling time can be reduced by decreasing the gap

and increasing the radius. The difficulty is maintaining a damping of ξ ≤ 1 under

ambient conditions.
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In order to find the minimum achievable settling time, we begin with the as-

sumption that R >> T allowing us to approximating the moment of inertia as

I ≈ πR4Tρden/4. Using this approximation, the damping ratio can be writtern in

terms of mirror parameters R, G, T , ρden, the maximum achievable spring constant

κmax, and the damping fitting parameter C1 = 8.26× 10−6:

ξ =
2C1√

8κmaxπTρden

R4

G3
. (6.1)

For simplicity, this equation assumes no etch hole effects on damping. Under this

assumption, the resonant frequency becomes:

wθ =
1

R2

√
8κmax
πTρden

. (6.2)

If ξ ≤ 1, the resonant frequency and the damping can be used to find the minimum

settling time:

ts =
3.912

ξwθ

=
3.912

ξ

√
πTρden
8κmax

R2,

(6.3)

only when the gap is

G =

(
2C1

ξ
√

8κmaxπTρden
R4

)1/3

(6.4)

Looking at this relationship, the mirror radius must decrease in order to decrease

the settling time for a given thickness, maximum spring constant, and damping. In

addition, the reduction in mirror size is accompanied by a decrease in the gap to

maintain the damping. In order to achieve sub-microsecond settling times, both a

PolyMUMPS and SUMMiT mirror would need to have a radius of ≈ 50 µm and

gap of ≈ 0.75 µm. Another way to reduce the settling time is to alter the spring
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design to produce higher values of κ. One approach creates a spring in the shape

of an I-beam. This adds additional thickness to the spring, potentially increasing

the maximum achievable spring constant, but faces the challenge of requiring larger

actuation forces.

As the sensitivity of qubit measurement operations improves, cross-talk between

closely spaced qubits will become more evident and will begin to limit fidelity. That

places higher demands on the system to maintain a high quality beam. Because of

the surface roughness and fabrication artifacts such as etch holes and print-through

patterns, the quality of the beam at the output may not be acceptable for individual

qubit manipulations, especially in the UV where scattering is more severe. To provide

the highest quality optical reflector, the MEMS mirror needs to utilize a single crystal

silicon mirror plate. This type of mirror can be achieved using the flip chip SOI

process described in section 3.3.3.

The potential advantages of this type of mirror are two-fold: better optical quality

and greater flexibility in the mirror design. Since a polished silicon mirror plate

will have a very smooth surface and no etch holes or print through patterns, the

reflected light will experience minimal scattering (estimated to be 0.06% for Rq = 0.7

nm at an ytterbium ion qubit wavelength of 369 nm). The flip chip process also

allows for building a split plate mirror design. By using either the PolyMUMPS

or SUMMiT process to fabricate the electrodes and the actuation plate, a silicon

reflector plate can be transferred and anchored to the actuation plate. This eliminates

the tilt induced curvature, as in section 4.1. The addition of a separate reflector plate

also decouples the size of the reflector plate from the actuation plate enabling more

flexibility in the design space to pursue stiffer springs and actuation plates for better

speed optimization.

In addition to the desire for better optical quality reflectors, there is also a need for

higher MEMS mirror reflectance. Higher reflectance leads to better system through-
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put and higher power tolerance levels. With better optical coatings, the system can

deliver more optical power to the qubit which is always desired. MEMS mirrors

are generally limited to broadband metallic coatings because of the aggressive HF

processing step and stress control of the mirror plate. With the post processing

steps developed to coat the mirror structure after release, multilayer dielectric coat-

ing could potentially be deposited after the HF bath. Unfortunately, the thinner

mirror plates will still suffer from severe curvature due to the added stress, but with

a potentially thicker mirror plate transferred in the flip chip SOI process, simple

multilayer coatings could be tolerated.

6.2 Other Applications

The next application for the MEMS beam steering system is individual addressing

in trapped ion quantum computing. Experiments being developed at Duke will

make use of the beam steering system to shift the energy levels of a targeted atom

within an array (through differential AC Stark shift) with a relatively high power

laser beam far detuned from the main cycling transition of 171Yb+. The shift in

ground state energy levels can then be inferred by performing microwave Ramsey

spectroscopy experiment. In this experiment, a π/2 pulse is applied to the array of

ions in a known initial state. One of the ions within the array will be targeted with

the detuned laser for a variable duration inducing an AC Stark shift on that ion.

Afterward, a second π/2 pulse is applied and the resulting states are measured. The

measured state populations will oscillate as a function of the laser pulse duration

at a frequency related to the energy level splitting. Comparing the AC Stark shift

induced at each ion with the targeted ion will quantify the effectiveness of the beam

steering system.

A slightly different application of the micromirrors is the laser shutter (“on/off”

switch). Many atomic physics experiments require high speed “on/off” control of
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lasers. This is normally accomplished with an AOM steering the first order diffracted

beam into a block when the laser is “off” and allowing a first order diffracted beam

to propagate through the system when the laser is “on.” AOMs are difficult to

work with in this application because of limitations on the extinction in the “off”

state, high operating RF power requirements, cost, and lack of scalability. The

steering function of the AOM can be replaced by a MEMS mirror similar to the ones

discussed here to address the issues seen in AOMs. Currently, experiments at Duke

are underway to characterize the performance of MEMS-based shutter.

A third application proposes the use of the mirror’s sagging mode to modulate the

optical phase of a laser beam. Work has been done to demonstrate phase modulation

laser locking schemes using a mirror attached to a piezoelectric actuator [78]. The

motion of the mirror along the beam path at a frequency ω modulates the phase of

the laser at the same frequency. The phase shifts leads to frequency side bands of

±ω harmonics off the carrier frequency. Because of the mass of a macro-size mirror,

the modulation frequencies are limited to ∼ 100 kHz. Modulation of the phase

at higher frequencies increases the speed at which the locking system can provide

feedback enabling narrower laser linewidths. Replacing the piezoelectric controlled

macro mirror with a high-speed MEMS mirror operating in the sagging mode (or

another higher order mode), where resonant frequencies can be ∼ 1 MHz, would

enable a more compact system with low voltage requirements when operating in a

high Q environment on resonance.

6.3 Large Scale QIP

While the exact architecture of a full scale quantum computer is yet to be deter-

mined, the development of the beam steering system presented in this dissertation

helps provide insight into what a full scale laser addressing system might look like.

Useful quantum computers will require many thousands of physical qubits. Some
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ion-based implementations suggest that the qubits will be shuttled from one site to

another on a surface trap chip. These chips would consist of several different re-

gions: interaction and memory regions [79]. The idea behind this design is that a

qubit stored in the memory location will be shuffled into the interaction region when

a computation requires that qubit. The resources necessary to complete the quan-

tum logic operations will be focused on this interaction region. Within this region,

individual addressing of ions within a relatively small chain would be required.

The drawback of this approach is that with the number of qubits required for a

useful computation, the transportation paths among all the memory and interaction

regions becomes difficult to manage. In a modified version of this approach [80],

many smaller scale surface traps will support a reduced number of qubits. Each of

these individual surface traps, referred to as elementary logic units (ELU), will have

dedicated regions for computations, memory storage, measurement, and an optical

communication port. Each ELU is exhaustively connected to all other ELUs through

an optical fiber network by means of these optical communication ports. Communi-

cation between ELUs is accomplished by generating remote entangled pairs of qubits

[81]. The optical fiber network that connects all the ELUs relies on an optical cross-

connect switch that can reconfigure the network to enable communication between

any two ELUs.

The optical system needed to distribute laser resources and communication links

between ELUs for this architecture is similar in some ways to the memory system

of a classical computer. As the resources get closer to the computational region, the

speed requirements increase at the cost of reduced capacity. As the system moves

away from the computational area, capacity becomes more important. In the case

of the quantum computer optical system, the speed is the switching time of the

optical path and the capacity is the range over which the laser can be moved. Laser

addressing within the ELU will require high speed switching with smaller angular
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range, while the optical network between ELUs needs a large scanning range but

does not have to be as fast. This dissertation describes the effectiveness of optical

MEMS systems for small range, fast steering, but MEMS can also provide solutions

for the slower, large range optical cross-connect switches [32].

Scaling of neutral atom experiments to a larger number of qubits utilize, the fact

that it is relatively easy to trap many atoms in an optical lattice array. The system

then depends on the ability to individually address and manipulate the trapped

atoms with laser light. In order to cover the thousands of atoms required for a large

scale quantum computer, the laser delivery system must again be broken down. The

systems closest to the atoms will feature fast switching and small steering ranges

that can address a small number of atoms. Moving one level away, the systems can

have larger addressing ranges and slower steering to send light to each one of the

faster steering systems. An alternative approach is to utilize a highly parallel optical

multiplexing switch that takes a number of lasers and directs each one to any of the

trapped atoms through a pre-aligned fiber array. In this optical architecture, mirror

speed is traded-off for increased steering range and increased number of parallel laser

beams. The advantage of using a fiber array output is that physical distance over

which the system can direct light is defined by the position of the fiber output and

not limited by the angular range of the MEMS mirrors. The disadvantage of this

type of system is the added effort in fiber to optical lattice alignment, where as with

a free space steering system, fine tune adjustments can be done with the steering

system.

In the end, I believe the complete optical system needed for laser resource distri-

bution is going to be a combination of technologies and modular optical subsystems.

Fast switching technologies such as AOM and EOM will be required to quickly turn

the laser light on and off and may even be necessary for steering among several qubit

locations. High speed MEMS steering systems will be used to address a slightly
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larger number of qubits with more laser beam paths. MEMS-based fiber optical

cross-connect switching will be utilized to distribute light to higher speed steering

systems and could potentially provide light directly to qubits for preparation and

initialization where speed is not as important. All of the different levels of steering

systems will have to mesh together to distribute light resources across the entire

computer.
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7

Conclusions

Exciting new technological developments and physical discoveries have intensified

the interest in atom-based quantum information processes. Many of the recent tech-

nological advances have focused on the need for scalable trapping systems that have

the ability to store large numbers of qubits and, in the case of ions, shuffle qubits

from one location to another. Increasing the number of trap zones and the range over

which qubits can move suggests a need for a scalable way to address and manipulate

individual qubits. Most qubit preparations and manipulations are performed with

precisely controlled lasers. A scalable way of directing these lasers across the atomic

traps gives the system the necessary flexibility to control multiple qubits individually.

This dissertation concentrates on a MEMS-based scalable laser delivery system.

In Chapter 2, an optical system design was proposed based on requirements de-

veloped with collaborators at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and evaluated

through analytical and numerical simulation methods. The limitations and opera-

tion of the optical system establishes baseline requirements for the MEMS steering

mechanism. The requirements are used to develop a model and design space for the

microfabricated mirrors. Chapter 3 discussed the design, model, and fabrication of
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the micromirrors. Chapter 4 described the device and system level characterization

where characteristics such as switching time, optical power tolerance, stability, reli-

ability, steering range, and optical quality were explored. The experimental demon-

stration of single qubit manipulation of neutral Rb atoms was presented in Chapter

5. Finally, a brief discussion on the direction of MEMS in QIP is presented in chapter

6

A MEMS based laser steering system has shown many advantages over other

systems utilizing technologies such as AOMs and EOMs. MEMS leverage microma-

chining technologies, providing highly scalable, low cost production of devices. The

electrostatically manipulated mirrors provide a simple interface between the con-

trolling electronics and the beam steering system. While mechanical systems are

relatively slow compared to AOM or EOM systems, the MEMS solution described

here allows control of multiple, independent beam paths over a wide range of wave-

lengths, enabling multiplexing and significantly relaxing speed requirements. The

stability of the micromirrors is shown to be thermally limited, making the pointing

and phase stability of the directed laser negligible for these types of experiments.

With appropriate packaging the devices should function in a straight forward, reli-

able manner for many years and require little attention. Additionally, the steering

range, optical quality, and ease with which the system can be integrated into a foreign

setup make it an attractive technical solution.

Additional MEMS applications in quantum information processing are discussed

in section 6.2. The applications focus on technological solutions for laser control and

manipulation that present challenges in current experiments.

In conclusion, the data presented in this dissertations show the potential of a

MEMS-based laser steering system. With proper design and implementation, this

system can be integrated into a variety of different systems, allowing experimentalists

to more fully utilize the progressively increasing number of trapped atoms.
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Appendix A

Micromirror Model Numerical Methods

The mirror design model requires three calculations worth reviewing in detail: elec-

trostatic torque, snapdown angle, and electrostatic spring softening. For the model

to be flexible enough to span a wide range of parameter such as electrode dimen-

sions, mirror radius, and resonant frequency, the model should be developed in a

completely analytical method. It would be unfeasible to run individual simulations

to span the entire design space. While most calculations within the model are rela-

tively straightforward, calculating the electrostatic torque and the snapdown angle

for a particular mirror design requires more thought. In addition to the electrostatic

torque and snapdown angle calculations, it is also important to understand the spe-

cific effect the electrostatic actuation have on the mirror dynamics. This effect can be

seen as a reduction in the overall system’s resonant frequency known as electrostatic

spring softening.
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A.1 Electrostatic Torque

The electrostatic torque τes and force Fes are given by

τes =
1

2

∂C (θ, z)

∂θ
V 2 (A.1)

Fes =
1

2

∂C (θ, z)

∂z
V 2 (A.2)

Since the voltage is a system input, ∂C/∂θ and ∂C/∂z are the only state depen-

dent variables. The capacitance between two mirror plates with overlapping area A

separated by a material of thickness hgap and permittivity εd is given by

C =
εdA

h
(A.3)

The material between the plates is assumed to be air. In the case of a torsional

mirror, the thickness or mirror plate height hgap is a function of the distance x from

the AoR, mirror sag z, and tilt angle θ [Fig. A.1(a)]. The convention used here

and throughout the document defines a mirror displacement in the −z direction as

moving toward the substrate.

If the height of the unactuated mirror plate above the electrodes is ho, hgap can

be express as hgap = ho + z− x tan θ. Substituting this into equ. A.3 and taking the

derivative with respect to θ and z produces

∂C (θ, z)

∂θ
= εdA

x sec (2θ)

(ho + z − x tan θ)2 (A.4)

∂C (θ, z)

∂z
= εdA

1

(ho + z − x tan θ)2 . (A.5)

Since both of the above equations are dependent on the variable x, the area A

can be segmented along the x direction into areas of infinitesimal width dx. Only

half of the electrode is considered and can be visualized for a “U”-shaped electrode
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Figure A.1: (a) Gap varies depending on displacement from AoR and angle. (b)
Capacitive area segmented for integration.

as shown in Fig. A.1(b). The length of each segment is defined by the y dimension of

the curved segments. By definition, the βR and γR distances are the radii of circles

centered at (0, 0) in Fig. A.1(b). Solving the equation for circles in the appropriate

quadrant for y, the segmented area becomes A =
√

(γR)2 − x2dx between xβ and xδ

and A = (
√

(γR)2 − x2−
√

(βR)2 − x2)dx between xα and xβ. Now, the segmented

areas can be inserted into equs. A.4 and A.5 and integrated. The result is then

doubled to find the relevant ∂C value for a given θ and z.

∂C (θ, z)

∂θ
= 2εd

[∫ xδ

xα

x sec(2θ)
√

(γR)2 − x2

(ho + z − x tan θ)2 dx

−
∫ xβ

xα

x sec(2θ)
√

(βR)2 − x2

(ho + z − x tan θ)2 dx

] (A.6)
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∂C (θ, z)

∂z
= 2εd

[∫ xδ

xα

√
(γR)2 − x2

(ho + z − x tan θ)2dx

−
∫ xβ

xα

√
(βR)2 − x2

(ho + z − x tan θ)2dx

]
.

(A.7)

With the equation in this form, a numerical software tool such as Matlab can be

used to easily compute this value for given electrode dimensions and parameters θ,

z, R, and ho.

A.2 Snapdown Angle Calculation

The snapdown angle is approximated using two different methods. Both methods

begin by solving and summing the electrostatic and spring restoring torques to find

the net torque τnet on the mirror. The point at which τnet no longer equates to zero is

the point of snapdown. The difference in the two lies in the treatment of ∂C(θ, z)/∂θ.

In the first method, ∂C(θ, z)/∂θ is fit to a second order polynomial and then used to

find the voltage values that lead to real solutions of τnet = 0. This voltage value Vsnap

can then be used to find θsnap. The second method considers a graphical approach

to find θsnap of τnet = 0. Both methods begin by solving the DC equations (equs.

3.9) for a given mirror geometry and spring constant to find a z-independent model

∂C(θ)/∂θ across a range of θ.

Using the first approach, the ∂C(θ)/∂θ can be fit to a 2nd order polynomial in

the form

∂C(θ)/∂θ = a0 + a1θ + a2θ
2 (A.8)

Summing the restoring spring torque and electrostatic actuation torques, results in

τnet =
1

2

(
a0 + a1θ + a2θ

2
)
V 2 − 2κθ

=
V 2

2

(
a0 +

(
a1 −

4κ

V 2

)
θ + a2θ

2

)
= 0.

(A.9)
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Solving the above equation yields

θ =
−
(
a1 − 4κ

V 2

)
2a2

±

√(
a1 − 4κ

V 2

2a2

)2

− a0

a2

. (A.10)

The reals roots of this solution are the allowable angles. The snapdown voltage is

found by setting the expression inside the radical sign to 0

Vsnap =

√
4κ2

2
√
aoa2

. (A.11)

Plugging Vsnap back into equation A.10 gives the snapdown angle

θsnap =
−
(
a1 − 4κ

V 2
snap

)
2a2

. (A.12)

In the second approach, the z independent ∂C(θ)/∂θ model is used directly in-

stead of a polynomial fit to locate θsnap. Starting with the net torque applied to the

mirror

τnet =
1

2

∂C(θ)

∂θ
V 2 − 2κθ, (A.13)

a small perturbation in angle of δθ produces a corresponding change in the net torque

of

δτnet =
∂τnet
∂θ

∣∣∣∣
V

δθ

=

(
∂

∂θ

1

2

∂C (θ)

∂θ
V 2 − 2κ

)
δθ

=
V 2

2

(
∂

∂θ

∂C (θ)

∂θ
− 4κ

V 2

)
δθ.

(A.14)

Because τnet must be zero in a stable equilibrium state, positive values of δτnet rep-

resent unstable solutions. Negative values of τnet correspond to stable solutions and

the situation in between, where δτnet = 0, corresponds to the snapdown state.
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Figure A.2: Graphical visualization of snapdown angle calculation. The black
curve represents the electrostatic component while the red line follows the restoring
spring force.

The angle at this state can be found graphically by plotting ∂C(θ, z)/∂θ as a

function of θ and examining the local slope at each point. The slope of the curve at

a given θ represents the left term in equ. A.14 inside the parentheses. This slope

must match the slope of a line drawn through the origin with magnitude 2κ/V 2 in

order to satisfy the condition for the snapdown state. The two slopes are equal when

the line is drawn tangent to the curve at the point θ = θsnap as shown in Fig. A.2.

The slope of the line at that point can then be used to calculate Vsnap.

For the design space model, the average of the two methods is used to determine

the angular range of the mirror.
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A.3 Electrostatic Spring Softening

The nonlinearity of the electrostatic torque results in the a reduction of the mirror

resonant frequency by effectively decreasing the torsional stiffness of the mirror.

This can be seen through the following linearization of the driven, damped harmonic

oscillator equation (equation 3.1):

Iθ̈(t) =
1

2

∂C(θ)

∂θ
V 2(t)−Dθ̇(t)− 2κθ(t) ≡ f(θ, θ̇). (A.15)

We assume that the equation is linear about a nominal operating point Vn which

leads to θ = θn + δθ with the system being driven through the angular velocity

θ̇ = θ̇n + δθ̇ where δθ and δθ̇ are small quantities. The right hand side of the above

equation can be expanded as

I(θ̈n + δθ̈) ≈ f(θ, θ̇) +
∂f

∂θ
(θ, θ̇)δθ +

∂f

∂θ̇
(θ, θ̇)δθ̇. (A.16)

Since we are only concerned about the small range about the operating point θn, the

above equation simplifies to

Iδθ̈ ≈ ∂f

∂θ
(θ, θ̇)δθ +

∂f

∂θ̇
(θ, θ̇)δθ̇. (A.17)

Plugging in f
(
θ, θ̇
)

from equation A.15 into A.17, we find

Iδθ̈ ≈ 1

2

∂2C(θ, θ̇)

∂θ2
V 2
n δθ −Dδθ̇ − 2κδθ (A.18)

which can be rewritten as

Iδθ̈ +Dδθ̇ +

(
2κ− 1

2

∂2C(θ, θ̇)

∂θ2
V 2
n

)
δθ = 0. (A.19)

From this equation, we see that the electrostatic torque effectively reduces the oscil-

lators spring constant resulting in lower resonant frequency.
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